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1 Introduction  

(by Jörg Schweinle) 

This report describes the achievements and results of Working Group 2 – “Land Use” of 

COST Action E9 “Life Cycle Assessment of Forestry and Forest Products” It reflects the dis-

cussions and experiences of the participating delegates during this COST Action E9. The pur-

pose of this report is to give useful definitions and explanations concerning the implementa-

tion of land use into LCA and to give guidance, hints and recommendations on how to assess 

impacts of land use within LCA. 

 

Since Life Cycle Assessment is by definition a “...technique for assessing the environmental 

aspects and potential impacts associated with a product...” (ISO 14040, 1997), one might sup-

pose that the assessment of impacts caused by the use of land for production purposes has 

been relevant throughout the development and standardisation process of LCA methodology. 

But this has not, in fact, been the case. LCA was designed largely by people from an indus-

trial background, directed particularly at the assessment of intensive industrial production 

processes which take place on rather small areas of land. Hence, land use was not identified 

early as an important form of impact on the environment. The ISO standards 14040 – 14043 

very much reflect this view on the land use issue. While environmental damage from global 

warming, acidification of soil, eutrophication of soil and waters, depletion of the ozone layer 

and summer smog are clearly identified in the standards as required to be quantified, land use 

is not mentioned as an impact category at all. 

 

The necessity to assess land use impacts became evident when the first assessments of forest 

products took place in the mid 1990s. In contrast with industrial products, the production of 

wood or other crops does not take place in a factory but in large areas of our environment. In 

fact, forestry and agriculture comprise the majority of our environment. Far more than for 

other products, the assessment of impacts caused by land use is essential for the full assess-

ment of forest products. Since the standard LCA methodology is not yet able to provide a 

proper assessment of land use impacts, the development of additional methodological ap-

proaches is needed for the full quantification and assessment of environmental impacts. Since 

the mid 1990s a variety of approaches have been proposed for that purpose (BAITZ et al., 

1998; FRISCHKNECHT et al., 1995; GIEGRICH and STURM, 1996; KÖLLNER, 2000; 

LINDEIJER et al, 1998; SCHWEINLE, 2000; AXEL SPRINGER VERLAG et al., 1998; 

SWAN, 1998), but it is not the aim of this report to focus on specific measures, but on the 
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indictors that may be used for the quantification of impacts. In order to quantify and, in a sec-

ond step, to evaluate land use impacts properly, the type and quality of the indicators are more 

important than the approach chosen. As one possible theoretical basis for the selection and 

development of indicators suitable for the quantification of impacts of land use, the “Exergy 

Concept” (MUYS et al., 2001) is introduced. Within the “Exergy Concept” indicators already 

used for the assessment of land use impacts as well as indicators developed for other purposes 

have been evaluated and divided into three groups. The first group consists of indicators that 

may be appropriate for the assessment of all land use types, the second consists of indicators 

specially designed for the assessment of forestry and the third group consists of indicators we 

do not recommend for the assessment of land use.  

 

Special focus is also placed upon the selection of a reference system and on the classification 

and characterisation of the indicators. Both the kind of reference system and the classification 

and characterisation of the indicators have a strong influence on the results of the impact as-

sessment. In order to arrive at sound conclusions one must be aware of those influences. Fi-

nally, we express our critical opinion on the valuation step of LCA as well as an opinion as to 

why it should be done. The report concludes with an overview of remaining problems. 

1.1 Impacts of land use versus land use change 

(by Gabor Doka) 

In the discussion of land use impacts it is important to distinguish between two different kinds 

of land use impact: a) land use change and b) land occupation. 

 

Ad. a) Land use change is also called land use transformation and denotes the man-made 

process of changing the land use from one type to another, e.g. transformation of forest area to 

an agricultural crop or transformation from pasture land to a residential area1. Land use 

changes may be followed by distinct or drastic changes in the land quality, such as decreases 

in biodiversity, increased soil compaction, loss of nutrients etc. These quality losses constitute 

the ecological damage from land use changes. If the original land use type is a scarce or en-

dangered biotype then the damage from land use change is greater than if it is a widespread 

land use type. There are, however, possible land use changes that constitute not a damage, but 

an ecological gain, e.g. if built-up land is transformed to gardens. 

                                                
1  The term 'land use type' not only refers to land types that are economically productive but also to fallow , un-

productive land or protected areas. 
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Figure 1: Hypothetical development of an indicator of ecological quality during a land 

use change and its simplified model for LCA purposes. 

In most cases the time needed to transform an area is very short compared to the subsequent 

land use occupation time, and most LCA researchers neglect any time-related dimension 

when addressing transformations. The physical unit for land use change is therefore usually 

given as a unit of area, i.e. the transformed area e.g. m2. Important information for the as-

sessment of land use changes also includes the original land use type and the target land use 

type. 

So in the Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) a land use transformation might be recorded as e.g.: 

 change of 500 ha  (directly affected area size) 

 broadleafed forest  (original land use type) 

 tocereal crop field (target land use type) 

If specific quality indicator values resulting from either the original or target land use type are 

known, they shall be recorded in the LCI stage. If not, generic quality indicators of the land 

use types must be used later in the Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA). 

One interpretation of the ecological damage of land use transformation is as a contribution to 

annual trend in total land cover changes of a certain region, e.g. one nation. The transforma-

tion of a certain forest area is thus assessed as a contribution in percent to the total annual loss 

of forest areas. 

A special case of land use change: Regeneration. A related but different type of land use 

change than presented above is regeneration: i.e. the recovery of a land use area after a certain 

occupation type has ended. A typical example would be regeneration after open cast mining 
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operations. Regeneration processes can be spontaneous, or be assisted or directed by humans. 

Usually, a recovery process strives for an improvement of the ecological quality of an area. In 

contrast to land use changes for production, regeneration has a non-negligible time scale, 

which needs to be included in the LCI. The units of regeneration are therefore area*time, e.g. 

m2a(square-metre-years, as for land use occupation). Necessary information for the assess-

ment of regeneration includes the period required, the land use type which was terminated at 

the onset of the regeneration and the degree of regeneration achieved after the regeneration 

process,  expressed as specified  land use type (e.g. pasture land, broad-leaf forest). 

 

In the Life Cycle Inventory a land use regeneration might be recorded as e.g.: 

 regeneration of 15'000 ha     (area size) 

 from open cast hard coal mining area   (land use type during occupation) 

 to broad-leaf forest     (land cover achieved after regeneration) 

 within 50 years     (regeneration period) 

 

 

Figure 2: Hypothetical development of an indicator of ecological quality during land 

regeneration and its simplified model for LCA purposes. 

Again, if specific quality indicator values of the land use types involved are known, they shall 

be recorded in the LCI stage. 

However, in most cases the future of an occupied area is not known beforehand and assessing 

regeneration will be difficult. Regeneration after open-pit mining is an exception as the regen-

eration process is usually a part of responsible mining operations and planned in advance. 
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Ad. b) Land occupation denotes the continuous use of a certain area of land for a certain 

period of time and for a defined land use type. In contrast to land use change, the occupation 

time is always an important parameter in land occupation activities; as is – of course – the size 

of the concerned area. The units of land occupation are therefore area*time, e.g. m2a (square-

metre-years). Important information for the assessment of land use occupation also includes 

the land use type of the area concerned.  

In the Life Cycle Inventory a land use occupation might be recorded as e.g.: 

 occupation of 1500 ha   (area size) 

 built-up urban area   (land use type during occupation) 

 for 50 years    (occupation period). 

E.g. in forestry, an LCA of timber would at least comprise one rotation period of a forest 

stand. The land use during the growth of this timber – and the associated damages – have to 

be allocated to all the products created during that time. In general, it is not necessary to know 

how long the total occupation period of the land use will last before it is terminated and 

changed to another land use type (in most cases this would be speculative information any-

way). Instead it is necessary what the production rate is, i.e. how much time is needed to pro-

duce one unit of product2. 

Again, if specific quality indicator values of the land use type are known, they shall be re-

corded in the LCI stage.  

                                                
2 E.g. for a factory producing 50'000 tons of raw steel per year (long-term average) and occupying an area of 

40'000 m2, a land use occupation of 0.8 m2a per ton of raw steel must be accounted (40'000 m2/ 50'000 t/a). I.e. 

it is not necessary to know how many years exactly a factory is operated. 
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Figure 3: Hypothetical development of an indicator of ecological quality during land 

occupation and its simplified model for LCA purposes. 

In contrast to land use changes, occupations are often assumed to exhibit roughly constant 

ecological qualities, or qualities oscillating around an average value, if the land use type is 

constant during the occupation. This is likely to be true for sustainable land use practices, but 

not appropriate for unsustainable or unsuitable land use practices, e.g. heavy machinery can 

deteriorate land quality over time by progressive soil compaction. 

 

The ecological damage resulting from land occupation depends on the level of ecological 

quality that is maintained during occupation. Maintaining an area at low quality constitutes 

more damage than maintaining it at high quality. Depending on the reference system chosen 

for comparison (Cf. chapter 3.1) land occupation can be evaluated as being harmful or even 

beneficial. For example, if the reference land use represents a national average, an area with 

above average ecological qualities can be assessed as an ecological benefit; i.e. a negative 

damage. 

 

One understanding of the ecological damage of land occupation is that it prevents a spontane-

ous recovery of the area to an ecologically healthier state, i.e. the prevention of a regeneration 

process (cf. above). 

 

1.2 Impacts of land use: a definition  

By Jörg Schweinle 
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Any human interference of soil, water, microclimate as well as vegetation, other living bio-

mass and detritus caused directly by the use of land during the life cycle of a product, a pro-

duction process or service has to be assessed as an impact of land use and related to the im-

pact category land use. Impacts on soil, water, microclimate, vegetation, other living biomass 

and detritus like the extraction of resources or emissions not directly caused by the use of land 

should be covered by other impact categories. 

1.3 Framework for assessing complex systems 

1.3.1 Problems and procedure of integrating forestry into LCA 

By Helena Wessman, Päivi Salpakivi-Salomaa , Simo Kaila 

 

Current LCA theories stress the importance of making a clear distinction between land use 

change and land occupation. Forestry land use, however, does not seem to comply with the 

division presented; it does not easily fit into either category. 

 

Comment by Gabor Doka and Jörg Schweinle 

We do not agree. Forestry is clearly an occupation activity. There might be changes within 

one rotation, but in the long run one specific type of forestry will have a certain average dam-

age on the land occupied. Creation of new forest areas and forest fallow might be considered 

as land use changes. We don't see any problems. 

 

Forestry practices are in continual change, which are also rapid when compared to forestry’s 

several decades long production time. The biological processes, started by forestry operations, 

or natural disturbances, take decades and impacts emerge with very long delay, accordingly. 

Practices may have been modified essentially or vanished long before their impacts come 

true. E.g. Finnish forestry has encountered three major paradigm changes with great effects 

into its practices during the last 30 years. Especially today, forestry has some time used, and is 

continually seeking, such modifications in operations that would result in lowered environ-

mental impacts. 

 

Forests are tended so that they provide 1) optional mixes of raw materials and other goods and 

services, instead of mere exploitation of natural resources, 2) at optional intensity. Land man-

agement directed at wood production, consciously involving choices over silvicultural system 

and intensity, makes it clearly both a part of the product system, as well as a land use issue. 
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Carbon, energy and nutrient flows leaving and entering the forestry system become important 

along with the emissions and the energy consumption. Finally, material flows and solar en-

ergy absorption largely depend on the intensity of silviculture. It is evident that the choice of 

forest management system significantly affects the total balances of these material and energy 

flows (KARJALAINEN 1996). 

 

It is essential in LCA that LCI and LCIA are matched to each other, and to the scope defini-

tion of the study.  If LCI is started from raw material extraction, for forestry this would ex-

clude consideration of much of the available information on to the production of wood as a 

raw material, and excludes important aspects from the LCIA. Whether or not it contained 

models for all relevant impact categories, the LCIA will lack integrity, if it is based on in-

complete LCI with regard to relevant energy and material flows. It is also clear that forestry 

should not be subjected to LCIA based on averaged inventory values without considering the 

complex nature of the silvicultural system. Land use intensity has a significant effect on en-

ergy and material flows of the product system. These must be approached by modelling in 

LCI. If they are left out or averaged without reference to the silvicultural system and forest 

conditions, LCIA cannot be carried out in a relevant way in the study. 

 

The scope of LCA studies of wood production must include modelling of both silvicultural 

operations and the natural processes directed by them as a specific phase within LCI, and the 

inclusion of these aspects must be settled in the scope definition. For example, carbon emis-

sions from forestry operations, carbon flows from decomposing of cutting residue, and carbon 

sequestration back to the site in the form of plant and tree growth enhanced by silviculture can 

all be regarded as processes in raw-material production. So far, no specialised modelling tools 

have been available for LCA practitioners in assessing true carbon flows. 

 

LAND USE (INTENSITY) 

↓ 

        LCI 

SCOPE  ↓ 

        LCIA 
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Figure 4: Land use intensity in LCA 

Land use intensity has a significant effect on energy and material flows of the product system. 

These must be approached by modelling in LCI. If they are left out or averaged without refer-

ence to the silvicultural system and the conditions, LCIA cannot be carried out in relevant 

way in the study. The whole must be settled in scope definition. E.g. carbon emissions from 

forestry operations, carbon flows from decomposing of cutting residue, and carbon sequestra-

tion back to the site in form of plant and tree growth enhanced by silviculture can be regarded 

as a whole process in raw-material production. So far, no modelling tools have been avail-

able for LCA practitioners in assessing true carbon flows. 

 

The product system defined by the scope and system boundaries in LCA is contained by arti-

ficial system boundaries, just like any other physical system definition. There is no ‘right’ or 

‘scientific’ way to set a system's boundaries except in terms of its appropriateness to answer 

the questions being addressed. The degree of detail modelled within the system boundary 

must also be great enough to address the important issues relating to that system, assuming 

that sufficient data exist to support it. In the case of forestry operations, a much greater level 

of detail in modelling is required than for typical industrial processes.  

 

The activities of logging and transportation fit easily into the normal product system frame-

work of LCA. Logging and transport typically have a short time scale, in the Finnish wood 

procurement system from a few weeks to months, and can be dealt with straightforwardly in 

LCA studies. The processes are transparent, and information on them is abundant and accu-

rate. The process of extraction of wood raw material is therefore readily handled in the LCI, 

and included in LCA applications for forest industry products. 

 

The silvicultural operations for standing timber production should also be included as part of 

the product system, because they form a vital part of the forest industry's product system.  

However, these processes operate on a time scale of several decades. They take place in, more 

or less, natural ecosystems, with their natural processes controlled, but not driven, by man's 

activities. Parts of the process are complex, and information on them is scarce and uncertain, 

as for most natural systems. As such, and because of the time scale problem, they are not eas-

ily dealt with in conventional LCI.  

To inventory such natural processes involves making some concessions on data quality, since 

it requires the use of modelled data rather than directly measured quantities The forest indus-
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try has long experience in the inventory of growth and yield of forests, and in modeling the 

development of stands and single trees in different stand conditions. Process modelling based 

on ecophysiological and forest ecology research has made it possible to simulate also the en-

ergy, carbon, and nutrient flows in stands, brought about by forestry operations. By combin-

ing ecophysiological models with models of forest growth and forestry operations, new sets of 

models can be constructed to allow Life Cycle Inventory modelling of forest operations to a 

reasonable quality. 

 

The limits of scope expansion by modelling are set by the quality of available information: 

"undermodelling" leads to its inefficient use, "overmodelling" to false interpretations. A prac-

tical balance must be found both that avoids inefficient use of available information, and 

equally avoids producing spurious or misleading results. 

 

In modelling, more detailed analyses should, if possible, be related to more general ones, so 

that the information basis of a detailed application can be aggregated to that of a more general 

application. Sometimes, however, when rising from detailed hierarchy levels to more aggre-

gated ones there emerges ‘new’ information, which is relevant at the higher level only. In for-

estry LCA this seems to be the case with biodiversity issues, with separate local, regional, 

national and global effects, whereas simple material and energy flow issues can be aggregated 

across all levels in modelling. 

1.3.2 Time and space issues  

(by Bart Muys and Simo Kaila) 

1.3.2.1 Space issues 

Generalised approaches have been developed for the successful analysis of large, complex 

information structures, considered as hierarchical systems. The principles involved are a part 

of General Systems Theory (LANGE, 1965), where a system consists of 1) a set of non-

overlapping elements, with 2) a set of relations between them. General features of such sys-

tems have also been described, especially the communication and regulation within them 

(SIMON, 1981; CHECKLAND, 1984). 

 

Compared to most man-made systems, natural systems frequently develop levels of complex-

ity that are beyond computation. The solution to this problem is purely pragmatic: the model-

ler must identify the essential elements of the system in order to simplify it, whilst retaining 
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sufficient truth to support the inferences that are important to the goals of the modelling task 

(SIMON, 1988). 

 

A technique referred to as aggregation is available to deal with complexity in system model-

ling. It takes advantage of the generally hierarchical properties of systems, both natural and 

man made. In modelling theory they can be represented as "nearly completely decomposable" 

dynamic systems where only gross, i.e. aggregate, features of the lower level show up in the 

level above (SIMON, 1981). In modelling, variables characterising the behaviour of the sys-

tem are grouped into clusters, with a high degree of interaction between variables in the same 

cluster and lower interaction between those of different clusters. After grouping the clusters 

into particular levels of interaction rates, the clusters on the same level are studied for mutual 

interactions. After this, details of each cluster are replaced with a few aggregate properties 

needed to examine the interactions within the next higher level. The modelling object can be 

approached through the hierarchy level which is best known, and studied starting from this 

level, moving further up or down the hierarchy. The process can be repeated as long as the 

system retains decomposability, in other words, the system retains effective modularity. 

 

The easiest and most practical hierarchical level to start with is the level at which humans 

observe and operate, i.e. the landscape level. Since human land use units relevant to LCA are 

normally in the order of square metres, hectares or square kilometres, it does not seem practi-

cal to go further down the hierarchy. The process of going further up in the hierarchy is up-

scaling. A geographical information system (GIS) is a very useful tool for upscaling. Based 

on data layers produced for every input variable from the LCI, it can calculate impact scores 

for every GIS unit ( a pixel in a raster GIS, a stand, parcel or other polygon in a vector GIS). 

The advantages of introducing the GIS tool in land use impact assessment in LCA are (1) pos-

sibility of pixel interaction for impact calculation (for example, the soil loss by water runoff in 

a pixel is not only dependent on the internal water balance of the pixel, but also on the topog-

raphic position of the pixel in the landscape of surrounding pixels), and (2) it enables the crea-

tion of impact maps which allow us to optimise the location of production in terms of land use 

impact.  

1.3.2.2 Time issues 

Land use can be characterised by an abrupt land use change or by continuous land occupation.  

In the case of continuous land occupation, we are interested in the average impact. In slowly 

developing system such as forests, the average impact is only known by looking over a period 
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at least equal to the rotation length. Models are useful tools to calculate average impacts over 

time.  

 

In the case of land use change, from one permanent land occupation to another, one (e.g. from 

agriculture to forestry), it seems advisable to add the burden of the change to the first rotation 

of the new land use, in addition to the average impact of the rotation.  

In the case of an abrupt and temporary land use change (opening of a quarry followed by re-

covery), it is advisable to follow the method of BAITZ et al. (1998). The impact is integrated 

over time intervals with homogeneous impact (e.g. before, during and after the activity). 

 

It is difficult to integrate impact measures for continuous land occupation and abrupt land use 

change. A solution is to aggregate them, as KÖLLNER proposed in the Eco-indicator system 

(GOEDKOOP, M. and SPRIENSMA, R.,1999). 

1.3.2.3 Time/space interaction 

Time and space are interdependent. It is e.g. possible to produce more wood in lesser time by 

increasing the occupied space. It is therefore recommended to express land use impacts as 

follows: 

FU

taS !!  

S=impact score; a=area occupied; t=time of occupation; FU=functional unit 

 

Comment by Bill Hillier) 

It is simple to demonstrate that any separate indicator of land occupation without reference to 

quality is counter-intuitive and, for forestry most especially, produces the wrong answer. 

Taking the production of softwood lumber in the UK as an example, planting after the war 

was directed at the greatest production per unit area. This led to widespread, dense plantations 

of species such as Norway Spruce. Current practice is to move rapidly to continuous cover 

systems with a greater variety of species. 

In terms of Land Area * Time as a land-use measure, one would obtain the following result: 

 

Spruce plantation Douglas Fir continuous cover 

100 m²years per m³ 300 m²years per m³ 
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Figure 5: Different forest management systems in the UK 

Any measure that infers, or seems to infer that intensive production produces less impact than 

extensive forestry has to be avoided as a primary requirement. 

Whilst it is true that land area is an effectively fixed resource, with competition between uses, 

this analysis is too simplistic to allow an accurate assessment of the impacts of forestry (or of 

agriculture). In the United Kingdom, and in a great many areas of the world, there is an under-

representation of forested land, as judged by the clear and stated desires of government, of 

ecologists and of the general population. 

In the UK, in fact, doubling the area of forested land and improving its quality, even with 

stagnant or reduced productivity, would represent a positive impact. Any proposed measure 

must be capable of representing such a situation realistically and accurately. Inclusion of a 

multiplier for the quality of occupation can address the problem, but it seems likely that this 

measure must include an element of 'distance to target'. This might provide positive weighting 

for rare or under-represented land uses, and weight negatively for unwanted or over-

represented landscapes. 
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2 Life Cycle Inventory: Guidelines for choosing Land Use indicators 

The complexity of natural systems, and our limited understanding of cause-effect relation-

ships within them means that it is not possible to include all relevant energy and material 

flows. It is possible, however, to characterise a limited number of impacts using indicators. 

 

The indicators used have to be chosen very carefully, according to the goal and scope of the 

LCA, and must be based upon solid concepts, they must be compatible with LCA methodol-

ogy and meet minimum standards of reliability.. With the “Exergy Concept” a conceptual 

framework for the selection, development and evaluation of indicators is proposed. Specific 

minimum requirements for the evaluation of indicators regarding their compatibility with 

LCA methodology are also described. 

2.1 Criteria for choosing indicators  

(by Bart Muys and Juan Garcia) 

2.1.1 Why a conceptual framework? 

Without conceptual framework the choice of indicators is arbitrary. This may lead to prob-

lems of different type: 

1. Unclear understanding of what land use impact means and where the boundaries with 

other impact categories are located 

2. Double counting 

3. Neglecting certain important aspects of land use impact 

4. Multiple proposals of useful indicators  

5. Difficult process of harmonisation and standardisation between proposals 

 

Because the land use methodology in LCA is still in development, the last two items form a 

particular and tangible problem. Of the 5-10 existing proposals for the integration of land use 

impact in LCA there is no commonality of indicators, in number, subject or approach. A 

common theoretical basis will provide the first step towards harmonisation of these proposals. 

 

The choice of indicators is closely linked to the choice of a reference system. A conceptual 

framework is an absolute necessity for choosing a reference system. Existing proposals use 

very different reference systems (naturalness, potential natural vegetation, the system before 

the impact, etc). This diversity shows that workers have implicitly used different conceptual 
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frameworks. Explicit formulation of a conceptual framework is therefore necessary in order to 

select a standard reference system in LCA land use impact assessment.  

2.1.2 Proposal for a conceptual framework: the ecosystem exergy concept 

2.1.2.1 Theoretical basis  

Ecosystems are self-organising systems, being the result of positive and negative feedback 

between organisms and their environment. Organisms live in a highly organised state by tak-

ing energy from outside themselves, from a larger encompassing system, and process it to 

produce, within themselves, a more organised state with lower entropy. 

 

The fundamental basis of the proposed conceptual framework is ecosystem thermodynamics. 

The universal goal function of any ecosystem at any site is to maximise its exergy level 

(BENDORICCHIO and JOERGENSEN, 1997). Exergy is energy able to do work, entropy 

free energy. The reason why ecosystems tend to move away from the thermodynamic equilib-

rium by building up exergy is, according to a reinterpretation of the second law of thermody-

namics or entropy law (SCHNEIDER and KAY, 1991), that open systems tend to dissipate 

external energy gradients. It means that they try to buffer maximally the energy fluxes passing 

through (e.g. solar radiation, wind, rainfall,…).   

In other words, ecosystem processes (photosynthesis, respiration, evapotranspiration, etc.) use 

and degrade solar energy in order to build up biomass, structure and complex food webs (or-

der from disorder). The most successful pathways to do so are conserved and transferred to 

future generations through genetic information (order from order). The genetic information 

present in an ecosystem is the product of a long selection of the most efficient pathways to 

degrade solar exergy. The maximum exergy level that a climax ecosystem can reach is a func-

tion of the available exergy flows and is therefore site (climate and soil) specific.  

 

This exergy concept as the goal function for ecosystem development seems to be much more 

satisfactory than choosing biomass, net primary productivity (NPP) or biodiversity maximisa-

tion as the goal function, as other authors proposed.  

 

Any human activity altering any of the biological, chemical or physical components of the 

ecosystem will have a direct impact on the exergy level of the ecosystem and its ability to 

reach its goal of exergy maximisation. As a consequence, measuring the exergy of ecosystems 
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opens opportunities for a solid, quantitative and universally applicable method to measure the 

impact of human land use on ecosystems. 

2.1.2.2 Measuring exergy  

Ecosystems build up high levels of exergy and as a consequence, they are able to dissipate, to 

buffer, incoming and outgoing energy fluxes. It is therefore possible to follow two strategies 

in assessing ecosystem exergy. The first is to directly measure the exergy level of an ecosys-

tem. In that case, the exergy level of an ecosystem with a certain land use regime can be com-

pared to a reference ecosystem on the same site conditions. The second method is indirect,  by 

measuring the energy dissipation/buffering performance of the ecosystem under a certain 

level of human land use impact. Again, this buffering rate can be compared with a reference 

system under the same site conditions. Indicators must be sensitive enough to measure 

changes in the exergy level or the exergy dissipation performance of ecosystems due to hu-

man impact.  

 

 indicators of ecosystem exergy level  

 

It is not yet precisely know in which forms exergy is stored in an ecosystem and how 

these forms relate to each other. The exergy level of an ecosystem is generally referred 

to as ecosystem complexity or ecosystem integrity. It has a biomass component and an 

information component. The biomass component includes the total amount of biomass 

and its allocation between living and dead, above-ground and below-ground compart-

ments and its speed to recover, expressed as the NPP. Because in managed ecosystems 

a part of the NPP is harvested and consequently not available for energy dissipation 

(life support functions, see below), LINDEIJER et al. (1998) propose to use free NPP 

as an indicator (that part of NPP which is not harvested). The information component 

includes alfa, beta and gamma biodiversity and the trophic networks of the ecosystem. 

Indeed, biodiversity can be considered as the selection of most successful pathways to 

dissipate energy. Thanks to the genome, the selected dissipation pathways are stored in 

the ecosystem’s memory and transferred to further generations. The selection of biodi-

versity indicators is very difficult: they are very scale and taxon dependent. 

LINDEIJER et al. (1998) and KÖLLNER (2000) propose to compare the species di-

versity of higher plants of the land use unit being examined with the regional diversity 

of these taxa. BENDORICCHIO and JOERGENSEN (1997) tried to express genetic 

information in energy terms by calculating the amount of permutations necessary to 
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create the genome starting from the thermodynamic equilibrium. This method has a 

sound scientific basis, but faces problems with the weak correlation between the num-

ber of genes and the complexity of the organism, and with our limited understanding 

of redundant DNA in the genome of many species. We can conclude that the direct 

measurement of exergy is an interesting potential source of indicators but still needs 

further scientific development.      

 

 indicators of exergy dissipation performance 

 

The idea is to measure the buffering performance of the ecosystem for the exogenous 

energy flows. The higher this performance is, the higher the internal exergy level of 

the ecosystem. Indicators should be chosen in order to measure the ecosystem buffer-

ing performance over all major energy flows. Major energy flows are:  

 radiation: solar short-wave (daytime) and long-wave radiation (day and 

night time) 

 heat exchange through convection, conduction, latent heat 

 water flow (precipitation, runoff, infiltration) 

 nutrient flow (dissolved in the water flow, dry deposition, fertilisation, har-

vest) 

 sediment flow  

 wind, eddies 

It could be stated that the life support functions of the ecosystem are the functions or 

mechanisms of the ecosystem to dissipate these energy flows. They are: 

 radiation and heat buffering 

 water flow buffering through evapotranspiration, runoff reduction 

 water and wind erosion resistance 

 emission, absorption and filtering functions for minerals and chemical 

compounds 

 resistance/resilience to perturbation events (windstorms, fires) 

 

Many of them are included in the land use impact method of BAITZ et al. (1998). 

Suitable indicators are now those that indicate the performance of the ecosystem in 

terms of these functions or that indicate the impact of human land use on this perform-

ance. 
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Most of these functions can be quantified by indicators available from numerous stud-

ies on energy, water, nutrient and mass flows through many types of ecosystems. Ra-

diation and heat buffering is the most important life support function because these 

fluxes are by far the most important in most ecosystems. They are however the most 

problematic in terms of available data.  Based on earlier research by LUVALL and 

HOLBO (1990), MUYS et al. (2001) it has been proposed to measure the dissipation 

of solar radiation using the surface temperature or the thermal response number as an 

indicator derived from airborne thermal remote sensing.  

2.1.3 Discussion of the ecosystem exergy concept 

In this paragraph, some potential problems or inconveniences of choosing the exergy concept 

as the basis for a land use impact methodology are listed and discussed. They are: 

1. The ecosystem exergy concept is typically an ecocentric concept. Only impacts on 

ecosystem functions are integrated; other areas of protection, such as human 

health, are excluded.  

This should not be considered as a disadvantage. According to the exergy concept, the 

biosphere protects the earth’s crust and living organisms, including human beings, 

from returning to the thermodynamic equilibrium. It implies that the land use impact 

category deals exclusively with the impact of human land use on the biosphere as a 

whole and not on particular human interests, which are considered in other impact 

categories.  

Criteria and indicators dealing with the socio-economic aspects of sustainability, such 

as those found in most forest certification schemes, are excluded because they are not 

part of the areas of protection considered in LCA. They could, however, be considered 

in a consecutive cost-benefit analysis. The depletion of abiotic resources (stone extrac-

tion from a quarry, coal extraction from a mine) are also excluded, but are handled in 

the abiotic resource depletion impact category. The impacts on the natural environ-

ment of these extractions, on the other hand, are to be included in the land use impact 

category.  

2. The use of exergy analysis  in LCA has been questioned earlier.  

Until now, exergy analysis was used in industrial LCAs, where it was sometimes pro-

posed to integrate and replace all impact categories . This is not the case here. It only 

serves as a conceptual framework for the selection of indicators of land use category. 

The use of the exergy concept at the ecosystem level is new in LCA and does not nec-

essarily involve the same inconveniences as exergy analysis of industrial processes.  
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3. A land use method must be able to take natural disturbances into account. 

The exergy concept allows measurement of the impact caused by a disturbance, but it 

is not able to distinguish natural from human induced disturbances. It is important to 

realise that the origin of a disturbance is irrelevant for an ecosystem. Irrespective of 

the fact that the ignition was caused by a lightning or a human being, a forest fire will 

decrease the exergy level of the forest ecosystem dramatically. More information on 

how to deal with natural disturbances will be given in the Reference system section. 

2.1.4 Conclusion 

The ecosystem exergy concept is a strong and useful basis for land use impact assessment in 

LCA. It has its foundation in the ecological law of exergy as a universal goal function of eco-

systems. It allows the selection of indicators of land use impact that fit within the concept. 

Based on the concept, an indicator basket must comprise measurements of different aspects of 

exergy performance of ecosystems that do not overlap. Such indicators may directly measure 

the exergy level of the ecosystem or indirectly measure the exergy dissipation performance of 

the ecosystem. Operational indicators will be more easily available in the second category.    

2.2 Introduction of evaluation criteria for indicators 

(by Jörg Schweinle) 

In order to evaluate the compatibility of indicators with LCA methodology and to ensure that 

they give precise information/data on specific impacts of land use, a set of evaluation criteria 

is necessary. This set of evaluation criteria reflect the Working Group’s understanding of 

LCA methodology regarding the quality indicators should have to be used in LCA. Firstly, the 

indicators are checked whether they fit into the “Exergy Concept”. If they do, they are ac-

cepted for further evaluation. Indicators that measure socio-economic parameters do not fit 

into the “Exergy Concept” and therefore are excluded from further evaluation. Secondly, the 

indicators that fit into the “Exergy Concept” have to fulfil a minimum requirement and should 

have certain features and characteristics as listed in Table 1. If available, additional informa-

tion will be given to each evaluated indicator. 

 

All indicators that fit into the “Exergy Concept” have to be fully quantitative in order to be 

recommended for the assessment of impacts caused by land use. Qualitative 

(slightly/some/much), boolean (0/1), ranking (1,2,3,4) indicators are not recommended, ex-

cept any quantitative indicators are not developed or available for a certain topic. 
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The preferential use of indicators which have the features and characteristics which are under-

lined in the following table is recommended (e.g. indicators with global data availability 

should have first priority, indicators with only few patchy data available have lower priority). 

Table 1: Recommended features and characteristics of land use indicators 

Features and 

characteristics of 

the indicators 

Examples (possible entries) 

 required features are double underlined 

 preferred features are underlined 

Indicator relates 

to what land use 

key theme(s) 

Key themes are: Soil, water, microclimate, green vegetation, other liv-

ing biomass, detritus. 

Does the indicator relate to one key theme only (which is a good thing 

if your chosen indicator collection contains several indicators) or has it 

overlaps with several key themes (which is a good thing if your chosen 

indicator collection contains only a few or one indicator)? 

Data type of the 

indicator 

Quantitative (1.2124), ranking (1,2,3,4), boolean (0/1), qualitative 

(slightly/some/much)  

Physical unit of 

the indicator 

Physical units can be: kg, t, m, m2, etc. related to the functional unit of 

the LCA. 

Site specificity of 

the indicator 

Indicator is aimed at the general global surface, a certain climate zone, a 

certain nation, a certain region, a certain patch 

Scale specificity 

of the indicator 

Indicator is independent on scale (of the assessed region),  

i.e. indicator value per hectare = indicator value per m2 * 10'000 

Data availability 

for the indicator 

Global data available, data available for certain climate zones, for con-

tinents, for nations, for regions, for certain patches. New measurements 

needed for each case. Mention database(s), literature values, models, 

software 

Representative 

role of the indica-

tor 

The indicator represents an impact (intervention), the result of that im-

pact (effect), resulting quality after the impact respectively a state (eco-

system quality) 

Time specificity 

of the indicator 

Time-independent or flexible. The indicator is aimed at a certain time 

phase (eg. a specific season, or 1990-2010) 

 

If additional information about an indicator concerning the following points is available, it 

will be added to the description of the evaluated indicators.  
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• Predictive power of the indicator. Is it possible to use an indicator to estimate impacts 

before the event (ex-ante) or only afterwards (ex-post)? This leads to the question, 

whether there are reports available with indicator data collected for a variety of defined 

land use or management types and typical, representative values for these types.  

 

• Dynamic sensitivity of the indicator: How sensitive is the indicator to changes of the 

impact strength (time lag by buffering or inertia, signal-to noise ratio) 

 

• Conservatism of the indicator: Are there possible irreversibility/ hysteresis characteris-

tics? Eventually co-dependence on other ecosystem parameters, which might change. 

 

• Data format for the indicator: Point data (one value per land use type) or vector/GIS 

data (area data e. g. per nation etc.). 

 

• Area of protection/safeguard subject: Is there information on the safeguard subject the 

authors intended the indicator to relate to? An indicator like 'earthworm density in soil' 

could be intended to be a measure for soil moisture and hence belonging to the key theme 

'water'. The same parameter could also be meant to be an indicator for 'soil fertility' or 

even biodiversity. It should be clarified what the intended topic is that authors of the 

methods want their indicator to relate to (if stated), since there are indicators where this is 

not inherently clear. If possible it should be mentioned which topics/compartments the in-

dicator relates to. 

 

• Further developments: Possible or necessary (in case of non-recommended indicators) 

further developments of the indicator regarding application in LCA. 

 

• Literature references: If available the literature reference of the indicator evaluated 

should be mentioned. 

2.3 Indicator baskets 

(by Jörg Schweinle) 

The assignment to three baskets is necessary because the assessment of products originating 

from different types of land use and those originating from the same type of land use (e. g. 

forest products) require different types of indicators. Whilst the type of indicators to be as-
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signed to the first basket has to be rather general, in order to be able to assess impacts caused 

by different types of land use, the indicators to be assigned to the second basket can be much 

more specific in order to assess forestry in much more detail. Indicators that do not fulfil our 

minimum requirements are assigned to the third basket.  

 

The indicators are further assigned to key themes which cover abiotic and biotic compart-

ments of the environment: 

 Soil,  

 water,  

 microclimate,  

 green vegetation,  

 other living biomass,  

 detritus. 

 

Preferably an indicator will be assigned to one key theme only but, if it makes sense, the as-

signment to more than one key theme is possible.  

2.3.1 Generally applicable indicators 

(by Jörg Schweinle) 

As mentioned above, the comparative assessment of different land use types is possible only 

with indicators that are generally applicable. They must be general enough to assess different 

types of land use and at the same time specific enough to quantify the major impacts of those 

different land use types. The required generality may cause a less differentiated assessment, 

but this has to be accepted for the advantage of generality.  
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Characteristics Indicator: Net Primary Production 

Description: The amount of biomass production of green plants 

within one year is quantified. 

Key theme: Vegetation 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit: t 

Site specificity: General global surface, climate zone, nation, re-

gion, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: Flexible 

Data availability: Poor – good 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source:  

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Soil compaction 

Description: The indicator quantifies the strength of soil com-

paction (quantitative). If the strength cannot be 

quantified the size of the compacted area will be 

measured (qualitative). 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: Quantitative  

Physical unit: Pressure in kg/cm² or share of compacted area in m2 

Site specificity: Local 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: Flexible 

Data availability: Local: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source: SCHWEINLE (2000) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Ground sealing 

Description: The indicator quantifies the effects of ground seal-

ing or the area where the exchange of gases and 

water between soil and atmosphere is disturbed due 

to sealing.  

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: Quantitative  

Physical unit: Gas and water exchange m3 or litre/day or share of 

sealed area in m2 

Site specificity: Local 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: Flexible 

Data availability: Local data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source: SCHWEINLE (2000) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Disturbance of soil structure 

Description: The indicator quantifies effects of soil structure 

disturbance or the area where the soil structure has 

been disturbed through land use activities. 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: Quantitative  

Physical unit Gas and water exchange rate in m3 or litre/day or 

the share of disturbed area in m2 

Site specificity: Local 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: Flexible 

Data availability: Local: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source: SCHWEINLE (2000) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Soil extraction 

Description: The indicator quantifies the amount of soil that is 

extracted due to land use activities (e. g. harvesting 

of crops) 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical Unit: kg 

Site specificity: Local  

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: Flexible 

Data availability: Local: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: SCHWEINLE (2000) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Acidification by land use 

Description: All inputs of chemical compounds with an acidify-

ing effect on soil and waters caused by land use 

activities are quantified3. 

Key theme: Soil/water 

Data type_ Quantitative 

Physical unit: kg SO2-Equivalents 

Site specificity Regional, local  

Scale specificity Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity Flexible 

Data availability Regional: poor – good. 

Local: poor – good 

Representative role of an indicator Effect 

Source: SCHWEINLE (2000) 

 

                                                
3 This indicator is different from the Acidification Potential that is quantified in a standard LCA because here 

only the emissions that are caused by land use activities (e. g. fertilisation) are quantified. Emissions that are not 

caused by land use like the input of acidic compounds through rain are not quantified by this indicator. 
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Characteristics Indicator: Eutrophication by land use 

Key theme: Soil/water 

Description All inputs of chemical compounds with an eutro-

phicating effect on soil and waters caused by land 

use activities are quantified4. 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit: kg PO4-Equivalents 

Site specificity: Regional, local  

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: Flexible 

Data availability: Regional: poor – good 

Local: poor – good 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: SCHWEINLE (2000) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Erosion by wind/water 

Description The amount of soil eroded by wind or water per 

year is quantified. 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit: t eroded soil 

Site specificity Regional, local 

Scale specificity Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity 1 year 

Data availability Regional: poor. 

Local: poor 

Representative role of an indicator Effect 

Source: BAITZ (1998), SCHWEINLE (2000) 

                                                
4 This indicator is different from the Eutrophication Potential that is quantified in a standard LCA because here 

only the emissions that are caused by land use activities (e. g. fertilisation) are quantified. Emissions that are not 

caused by land use like the input of eutrophicating compounds through rain are not quantified by this indicator 
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Characteristics Indicator: Filter function 

Description: The ability of the soil to filter gaseous and liquid 

hazards is quantified 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit: Permeability cm/day 

Site specificity Local  

Scale specificity Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity Flexible 

Data availability Local: poor 

Representative role of an indicator Effect 

Source: BAITZ et al. (1998) 

 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Acid Buffering function 

Description: The ability of the soil to buffer gaseous and liquid 

hazards is quantified 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: quantitative 

Physical unit: Cation Exchange Capacity, base saturation 

Site specificity Local  

Scale specificity Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity Flexible 

Data availability Local: poor 

Representative role of an indicator Effect 

Source: BAITZ et al. (1998), #### 
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Characteristics Indicator: Microbiotic transformation 

Description The ability of microbiotic organisms to transform 

organic substances is quantified. 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type_ Quantitative 

Physical unit: Carbon/Nitrogen ratio 

Site specificity Local 

Scale specificity Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity Flexible 

Data availability Local : poor – good. 

Representative role of an indicator Effect 

Source: BAITZ et al. (1998) 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Continuity of soil development 

Description: The area where soils did develop without mechani-

cal disturbance and/or material input is determined 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: Quantitative,  

Physical unit: ha 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: 100 – 200 years 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 
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Characteristics Indicator: water balance 

Description Precipitation, evaporation and runoff are quantified. 

Key theme: Water 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit: Mm water column/year 

Site specificity: Regional, local  

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: 1 year 

Data availability: Regional: poor – good 

Local: poor. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: SCHWEINLE (2000) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: groundwater recharge 

Description: The yearly groundwater recharge is quantified. 

Key theme: Water 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit: mm water column/year 

Site specificity: Regional, local 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: 1 year 

Data availability: Regional: good 

Local: poor. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: BAITZ (1998), SCHWEINLE (2000) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Loss of nutrients due to land use op-

erations 

Description: Nutrient flow into crop harvested from site and/or 

nutrient flow into ground or surface water 

Key theme Soil, water 

Data type Quantitative 

Physical unit: kg of different nutrients 

Site specificity Regional 

Scale specificity  

Time specificity 1 year 

Data availability Poor, can be modelled. 

Representative role of an indicator Effect 

Source: #### 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Emission protection 

Description: The ability of the vegetation to filter and to absorb 

aerosols is quantified. 

Key theme: Microclimate 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit: Potential sorption surface m2 

Site specificity: Local 

Scale specificity: Dependent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: Flexible 

Data availability: Good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: BAITZ et al. (1998) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Plant society 

Description: A plant society is defined by a certain combination 

of species. In order to name a plant society the 

number of species has to be quantified. 

Key theme: Green vegetation 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit Number of species 

Site specificity: Regional, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: Flexible 

Data availability: Regional: good 

Local: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: SCHWEINLE (2000) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Naturalness of vegetation 

Description: The percentage of species that belong to the natural 

vegetation is determined. 

Key theme: Vegetation 

Data type: Quantitative,  

Physical unit: % 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Naturalness of plantings 

Description: The percentage of planted trees that belong to the 

natural vegetation is determined. 

Key theme: Vegetation 

Data type: Quantitative,  

Physical unit: % 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Relative variety of tree species 

Description: The share of tree species that belong to the succes-

sion mosaic of the natural forest ecosystem is de-

termined. 

Key theme: Vegetation 

Data type: Quantitative,  

Physical unit: % 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: poor - good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Species-pool Effect Potential 

Description: The characterisation factor Species-pool Effect Po-

tential (SPEP)has been developed for weighting a 

wide range of land-use activities. In that factor local 

impacts on species richness as well as regional im-

pacts on the species pool due to land use are taken 

into account. 

Key theme: Green vegetation 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical Unit: ha/year or ha 

Site specificity: Regional, site  

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: Flexible 

Data availability: Regional: poor – good 

Local: poor – good 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: KÖLLNER (2000) 

2.3.2 Additional indicators specific to forestry 

(by Helena Wessman, Päivi Salpakivi-Salomaa, Simo Kaila) 

In LCA calculations, forestry should be seen as a part of the whole production chain and 

therefore a forestry indicator should be compatible with LCA methodology in general. How-

ever, choosing indicators for forestry use should not be simplified because of the cross-

sectoral needs in LCA calculations. The most important feature for a forestry indicator is its 

ability to measure the impacts from actions that are directed to the land and/or to the forest. 

The availability of relevant data is the basis for using these indicators in LCA and measuring 

these impacts. Interventions in forestry may lead to decreasing land quality but, in some cases, 

the effect can also be positive. A competent indicator is capable of reflecting both cases. 

 

It has also been noted above that the observable situation results from earlier, not current land 

use practices, where the impacts of operations may take tens of years to take effect. This delay 

is a fundamental problem with all efforts at quantitative assessment of, for example, the bio-

diversity of forests. In principle, an indicator which measures material and energy flows is 
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slow to react to land use and is dependent on site factors and ecosystem succession with a 

time scale of tens of years. However this can be coped with by modelling because the basic 

processes are fairly predictable. Whenever it is not practical to use modelled information then 

indicators should be used in cross-sectoral LCAs for assessing material and energy flow is-

sues of forestry. These indicators should, however, be supportable by modelling. 

The forestry-specific indicators listed in Table 2. are based on Criteria and Indicators of Sus-

tainable Forest Management from the Helsinki Process (1995), which has been signed by 36 

states. These indicators are recommended to use as an indicator basket, when forestry-specific 

indicators are required. Within the WG2 discussions a specific exergy concept was agreed as 

a basis for the type of indicator to be included into the indicator list. There are certain difficul-

ties in the application of exergy as a basis for choosing indicators describing changes in for-

estry ecosystems. According to exergy thinking, an ecosystem tends to choose pathways for 

the dissipation of energy yielding the highest exergy accumulation and pulls away from the 

thermodynamic equilibrium as far as possible. The conclusion is that an ecosystem with the 

highest maturity and complexity has the highest exergy level, absorbing the incoming solar 

radiation the most efficiently. But that kind of ecosystem does not necessarily have the high-

est biodiversity. It is also noted that ecosystem exergy can be reduced by natural disturbances, 

abiotic or biotic, which they tend to resist through biological diversity. Succession processes 

may also be regressive in nature as to biomass and to biodiversity. Therefore exergy thinking 

and its suitability for describing especially biodiversity indicators should be discussed further. 

 

According to the exergy concept, certain forestry indicators such as socio-economic indica-

tors, are not included in Table 2, instead they are listed in Table 3 (‘Other indicators which do 

not presently fit into LCA’). There are also several descriptive indicators that are not men-

tioned in Table 2. Such indicators are for instance descriptions of legal and regulatory frame-

work, institutional framework, financial instruments and economic policy framework. Such 

descriptive indicators include useful background data and they should be used and mentioned 

in forestry studies whenever possible. 

 

Forestry key themes 

It is obvious that this classification is quite general and there are some indicators that apply to 

more than one key theme, whilst there are indicators that are not clearly applied to any key 

themes although they are considered as important indicators. For describing forest indicators 

in particular, these key themes were considered insufficient and in need of focusing. There-
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fore additional forestry key themes are specified to be used together with general key themes 

in Table 2. 

 

Forestry Key Themes are the following: 

- Productivity 

- Balance in carbon cycle 

- Forest health 

- Biodiversity and protection zones 

- Impacts on water ecosystem 

 

Table 2. Additional indicators specific to forestry  

Characteristics Indicator: Fragmentation, borderline/area ratio 

Description: The degree of fragmentation of forest stands is quan-

tified.   

Key theme: Vegetation 

Forestry key theme Biodiversity 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit: m 

Site specificity: regional, landscape  

Scale specificity: Independent on scale 

Time specificity: Flexible 

Data availability:  

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: ### 
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Characteristics Indicator: Changes in biomass of forest (changes 

in volume of growing stock, changes in other bio-

mass) 

Description:  

Key theme: Vegetation 

Forestry key theme Productivity 

Data type Quantitative 

Physical unit: m3 of biomass 

Site specificity: National, regional, landscape or stand 

Scale specificity: Independent on scale 

Time specificity: Over 50 years period 

Data availability: Data collection good. Time series available in some 

countries, mostly casual data 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Man-

agement in Finland 2000 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Damage caused by biotic and abiotic 

impacts (loss of biomass, loss of nutrients) 

Description:  

Key theme: Vegetation 

Forestry key theme: Productivity/Biodiversity 

Data type Quantitative 

Physical unit: m3 of biomass, kg of nutrients,  

Site specificity: Global, national or regional 

Scale specificity: Independent on scale 

Time specificity:  1 year 

Data availability: Data collection poor. Casual data available from 

some countries 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: #### 
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Characteristics Indicator: Volume of dead wood 

Description: The actual amount of dead wood is compared to the 

amount in natural forest ecosystems. 

Key theme: Detritus, biodiversity 

Forestry key theme: biodiversity 

Data type: Quantitative,  

Physical unit: m3 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Protected and gene reserve forests 

(percentage of unmanaged and managed reserves) 

Description: Amount of fully protected areas without and with 

management treatment 

Key theme: vegetation 

Forestry key theme: Biodiversity/Forest health 

Physical unit Number of trees per area (ha) 

Site specificity: Global, national, regional or landscape 

Scale specificity: Independent on scale 

Time specificity:  

Data availability: Casual data available from most of the countries. 

Different approaches by different countries. IUCN 

classification 

Representative role of an indicator  

Source Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Man-

agement in Finland 2000 
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Characteristics Indicator: Typical micro-structures 

Description: The area with typical micro-structures is deter-

mined 

Key theme: Vegetation, biodiversity 

Forestry Key Theme: Biodiversity 

Data type: Quantitative,  

Physical unit: ha 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: poor - good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Spontaneity of vegetation develop-

ment 

Description: The area with natural regeneration is determined. 

Key theme: Vegetation, biodiversity 

Forestry key theme: Biodiversity 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit: ha 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Spontaneity of forest regeneration 

Description: The area with natural and artificial regeneration are 

determined. 

Key theme: Vegetation, biodiversity 

Forestry key theme Biodiversity, productivity 

Data type: Quantitative,  

Physical unit: ha 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Continuity of vegetation development 

Description: Area of old growth forests without clear cuttings is 

determined. 

Key theme: Vegetation, biodiversity 

Forestry key theme Biodiversity 

Data type: Qualitative,  

Physical unit: ha 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 
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Additional basket of indicators for biodiversity: 
 

Characteristics Indicator: Threatened species 

Description Naturalness of species composition 

Key theme Soil/Water/Green vegetation/Other living biomass 

Forestry key theme Biodiversity 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit Number of individuals, proportion of forest species 

Site specificity National, regional, landscape or stand 

Scale specificity  

Time specificity Present situation, changes over minimum 20-30 years 

Data availability Casual data available from most countries 

Representative role of an indicator Effect 

Source Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Man-

agement in Finland 2000 

 

NOTE:  Using the number of threatened species in relation to the total number of species is 

generally an impossible indicator to use. Nobody knows the real number of threatened species 

of any area. To get that knowledge you must count all species! The number of threatened spe-

cies can only be used at a national level by comparing changes in the red lists. 

 

Additionally it could be used as an indicator of the share of climax species from the total spe-

cies amount. This would express how near the system is to the reference state; assumed the 

climax state is the reference state. 
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Characteristics Indicator: Number of dead standing trees and 

trees left uncut in protective zones and retention 

tree groups 

Description The amount of decayed wood and volume of conif-

erous and deciduous trees left uncut in specific area 

Key theme Green vegetation/Other living biomass 

Forestry key theme Biodiversity 

Data type Quantitative 

Physical unit: Number of trees per area (ha 

Site specificity National, regional, landscape or stand 

Scale specificity Independent on scale 

Time specificity  

Data availability Data collection poor. Casual data available from 

some countries 

Representative role of an indicator Intervention 

Source Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Man-

agement in Finland 2000 
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Characteristics Indicator: Tree species composition 

Description Number of tree species and their proportions, amount 

of dominant tree species 

Key theme Green vegetation 

Forestry key theme Biodiversity 

Data type: Quantitative 

Physical unit: Proportion of tree species per year 

Site specificity Global, national, regional, landscape or stand 

Scale specificity Independent on scale 

Time specificity Present situation 

Data availability Data collection poor. Casual data available from 

some countries 

Representative role of an indicator  

Source: Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Man-

agement in Finland 2000 

 

Discussion:  

 

It seems that material and energy flows, brought about by forestry and forest management 

operations, can be modelled in reasonable detail and accuracy, even for forestry development 

work, but biodiversity can not be quantitatively analysed in LCA. 

 

Forestry and forest industries need a set of LCAs of different levels of specificity (for pur-

poses such as development work, product analyses, and cross-sector analyses) that address the 

whole production chain. These applications should be reducible to a common conceptual 

framework, where information of a general level is in principle aggregated from that of more 

specific levels, or at least the applications should be based on the same knowledge of forestry 

and ecosystems. 

 

If a scope expansion such as this is accomplished, LCIA can start with better-established ma-

terial flows, but the much more complex problem of biodiversity impacts remains. As to land 

use issues of LCA it seems that life support functions can be covered quantitatively through 
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modelling, but biodiversity must be dealt with by nominal or ordinal scale indicators, qualify-

ing biodiversity and management practices. 

 

As to operational use in practical forestry, it has been clear that systematic assessment of bio-

diversity is not possible. Efforts for measuring it are faced with the complexity of the concept, 

or its oversimplification, or by the lack of concreteness of the indicators chosen. Useful, plen-

tiful information can be produced mainly by standard forestry planning systems; approaches 

developed for research are too laborious for management and operational purposes. The pre-

sent systems can shed light mainly on some features of the state of biodiversity, but there is a 

focused effort going on to develop means of monitoring change in biodiversity. It is concen-

trated on developing indicators, that organisations can use to evaluate their silvicultural de-

velopment work and environmental performance. 

 

Biodiversity is, however, an important issue in natural resource management, and should be 

given due consideration through proper indicators. Indicators should also be used in high level 

LCAs, e.g. cross-sectoral studies, for assessing  material and energy flow issues in forestry, 

whenever insufficient information for modelling them is not available. However, as men-

tioned above. these indicators should be supportable by modelling. 

 

Several different types of indicators are required when describing changes in forest ecosys-

tems. Easily available, systematically collected data should be the basis for choosing suitable 

indicators. There are some features that are most relevant to indicators describing changes in 

the forestry; they should describe both long-term and short-term changes, the structure of the 

forest and also its function. Using a basket of indicators is preferred, but it should be remem-

bered that the results depend on the content of the basket. The fewer indicators that are used, 

the more limited is the applicability of the results. A whole basket of indicators is needed to 

assess biodiversity alone thoroughly enough.  

 

Biodiversity is considered to be the most important but also one of the most difficult parame-

ters to measure. This is not only because of species’ richness but also because of problems in 

measurement of dynamic process. The need for biodiversity indicators is so recent that all 

necessary indicators have not yet been developed. 
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As biodiversity is a complex issue, the approach depends on the purpose. The assessment will 

be different, if the absolute state or change of biodiversity is aimed at. 

 

Changes in biodiversity can be estimated at many different levels, for example at micro-

habitat level, habitat level, stand level, area level, national level, EU-level and global level. 

The fact is that useful indicators for the whole biodiversity of any ecosystem do not exist. 

However, it is possible to choose many indicators for studying the biological impacts of new 

forestry methods. For example, there could be an indicator set based on our knowledge of the 

differences between natural and commercial forests, and of the habitats of threatened species. 

 

On the basis of biodiversity research the following recommendations for the development of a 

forest biodiversity assessment tool box have been made (NIEMELÄ, 2000): 

1. background: for the purpose of continuous assessment of forestry operations the meas-

urement of the entire biological diversity in forests is not possible  

2. because of (1) indicators must be selected and methods to measure their responses to for-

estry practices must be developed 

3. to cover the biological diversity in forests it is wise to select several indicators (the ‘shop-

ping basket’ approach) instead of just one; this set of indicators may include biological 

units (such as species) and resources (such as dead wood) 

4. indicators must be developed for the various spatial scales (stand, landscape) that reflect 

changes in time along the successional gradient 

5. it is likely that somewhat different indicators (e.g. species) must be selected for the vari-

ous biogeographical zones 

6. a set of measurements to assess changes in the selected indicators include presence of spe-

cies, trends in population size, complementarity/similarity of species assemblages between 

sites, and nestedness analysis 

7. species richness, although a simple measure, is not a recommended measure of biodiver-

sity in this case because it is difficult to interpret (what is the expectation?) and it masks 

vital information about species responses. For example, if we used species richness as a 

measure and it does not change following a forestry operation, we would conclude that 

forestry has no effect on biodiversity, but a closer look might reveal that although species 

number remained the same, species composition changed dramatically 
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8. to gain reliable results development and testing of indicators for forest biodiversity should 

be done within an experimental or quasi-experimental framework in collaboration with 

various stakeholders (forest owners, forest companies, researchers etc) (NORTON, 1998). 

2.3.3 Other Indicators which do not presently fit into LCA 

(by Jörg Schweinle) 

This third group consists of indicators that are already used for the assessment of land use but 

do not fulfil the minimum requirements as defined in chapter 2.1. As mentioned above, the 

minimum requirements defined in chapter 2.1 represent the opinion of Working Group 2 

“Land Use” of COST Action E9. Although we do not recommend the following indicators, it 

is up to the LCA practitioner to select methods or indicators that suit their purposes. By as-

signment to this group it is not the intention of WG 2 to discriminate against a certain method 

that is based on some of these indicators.  

 

Characteristics Indicator: Intensity of mechanical soil cultiva-

tion of forest land 

Description: Intensity of mechanical soil cultivation and size of 

the cultivated area are determined. 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: qualitative,  

Physical unit: - 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Intensity of lime and fertiliser input 

Description: Intensity of lime and fertiliser input are determined. 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: qualitative,  

Physical unit: - 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Intensity of pesticide input 

Description: Intensity of pesticide use is determined. 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: qualitative,  

Physical unit: - 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Continuity of old forests 

Description: It is determined whether there has been mechanical 

soil cultivation and/or lime or pesticide input in old 

forests 

Key theme: Soil 

Data type: qualitative  

Physical unit: - 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Undisturbed water balance in the top 

soil 

Description: Drainage of soil is determined 

Key theme: Soil, water 

Data type: qualitative,  

Physical unit: - 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Vertical and horizontal structure di-

versity 

Description: It is determined whether the structure of a forest 

stand corresponds with the natural forest ecosystem. 

Key theme: Vegetation, biodiversity 

Data type: qualitative,  

Physical unit: - 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Intensity of tending interventions 

Description: The kind of tending interventions is determined. 

Key theme: Vegetation 

Data type: qualitative,  

Physical unit: - 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Impact 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Intensity of final cuttings 

Description: The kind of final cuttings is determined (single tree 

harvesting, small clear cuttings, etc). 

Key theme: Vegetation, biodiversity 

Data type: qualitative,  

Physical unit: - 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Site specific data: good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: GIEGRICH et al. (1999) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Run-off regulation 

Description: The water retention ability of an area is determined. 

Key theme: water 

Data type: qualitative,  

Physical unit: - 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Poor - good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: BAITZ et al. (1998) 
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Characteristics Indicator: Stability potential 

Description: The ability generate and develop a biotope and the 

“nature-conservation-function” is estimated. 

Key theme: biodiversity 

Data type: qualitative,  

Physical unit: - 

Site specificity: Regional, landscape, site 

Scale specificity: Independent on size of the assessed region 

Time specificity: flexible 

Data availability: Poor - good. 

Representative role of an indicator: Effect 

Source: BAITZ et al. (1998) 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Carbon cycle 

Description Carbon balance: total carbon storage/sink in forest 

stands and forest soils. Should be included in LCA in 

general (CO2 and Global Warming) 

Key theme Green vegetation 

Forestry key theme Carbon cycle 

Site specificity Global, national, regional, landscape or stand 

Scale specificity  

Time specificity Over 1 year, depending on rotation time 

Data availability Data collection poor. Time series/casual information 

available only from few countries 

Physical unit of indicator Tons per year 

Representative role of an indicator Effect 

Source: Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Man-

agement in Finland 2000 
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Characteristics Indicator: Use of wood and wood-based energy 

resources 

Description Biofuel used instead of fossil fuels. Should be in-

cluded in LCA in general. 

Key theme Green vegetation 

Forestry key theme Carbon cycle 

Site specificity Global, national, regional, landscape 

Scale specificity Independent on scale 

Time specificity Over 1 year 

Data availability Data collection poor. Casual data available from 

some countries 

Physical unit of indicator Tons oil equivalent per year 

Representative role of an indicator Intervention 

Source: Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Man-

agement in Finland 2000 

 

 

Characteristics Indicator: Non-wood forest products 

Description Describes by-products and co-products from forests 

Key theme Other living biomass 

Forestry key theme Productivity/Biodiversity 

Site specificity Global, national or regional 

Scale specificity Independent on scale 

Time specificity 1 year 

Data availability Data collection poor. Casual data available from 

some countries 

Physical unit of indicator Numbers of individuals, kg or km2 per year, euros 

Representative role of an indicator Intervention, effect 

Source: Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Man-

agement in Finland 2000 
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Characteristics Indicator: Deposition of air pollution 

Description Measured emissions causing acidification, eutrophi-

cation and other pollution that are not forestry in-

duced 

Key theme Soil/Green vegetation 

Forestry key theme Forest health 

Site specificity Global, national or regional 

Scale specificity Independent on scale 

Time specificity Over 5 years 

Data availability Data collection poor. Time series / casual informa-

tion available only from few countries 

Physical unit of indicator Mg/m2 NH4, NO3 or SO4 

Representative role of an indicator Intervention 

Source: Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Man-

agement in Finland 2000 

 
The following indicators are mainly quantitative but do not fulfil the exergy concept. How-

ever they describe important socio-economic functions in forest cluster and should be further 

discussed in future method development in order to include them in LCA calculations for for-

estry and forest products: 

 

Indicator Characteristics 

Proportion of the forest sector in gross 

national product: Quantitative indicator) 

Quantitative. National data available. Applicabil-

ity in life-cycle cost assessment 

Recreational services, nature tourism  Quantitative. National data available. Applicabil-

ity in LCA good 

Employment and educational impacts  Quantitative. National data available. Applicabil-

ity in life-cycle cost assessment 

Cultural and landscape values Qualitative. 
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3 Guidelines for the impact assessment 

(by Johannes Kreißig) 

The impact assessment is carried out on the basis of information from the inventory analysis. 

These data are classified according to types of impact on the environment to which they con-

tribute, and their potential contribution is characterised. In classifying and characterising the 

inventory data according to their potential environmental impacts, they are aggregated into a 

smaller number of impact categories. The number of data is therefore considerably reduced 

and the results can be more easily interpreted. Since the inventory data are related to the func-

tional unit, this relation also exists in the life cycle impact assessment. These results and the 

data obtained in the inventory analysis can be used for the interpretation phase of an LCA.  

 

The standard ISO 14042 divides the phases of the impact assessment into mandatory and op-

tional elements. The mandatory elements are choice of impact categories, classification, and 

characterisation. They are described in chapter 3. The optional elements are normalisation, 

grouping, weighting, and data quality analysis. 

 

The optional element normalisation sets the contribution of a product system and, for exam-

ple, the contribution of a country or continent, in relation to each other. In this way the sig-

nificance of the contribution of a product assigned to an impact category can be shown. So 

one can then understand to which impacts on the environment the system under study con-

tributes relatively the most. This, however, does not provide any assertions as to whether one 

impact category is more important than another. 

 

Within grouping each impact category may be defined in groups (e.g. subdividing impact 

categories into regional, local and global groups) or in terms of a sequence of impact catego-

ries which have been established according to their (subjective) significance. This does not 

imply that the results of different impact categories may be transformed into one indicator, in 

other words, the grouping still does not imply an aggregation of data.  

 

The weighting, on the other hand, aims at an aggregation of impact categories. What needs to 

be taken into consideration is that weighting steps across impact categories are based on 

value-choices and are not based on natural science and therefore cannot be seen as “right” or 

“wrong”. A prerequisite for studies including this step, is that the impact assessment results 

maintain their transparency and accuracy and that the data before weighting is fully available. 
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According to ISO 14040 and 14042 weighting across impact categories (with a single score as 

a result) shall not be used for comparative assertions disclosed to the public.  

 

As a last optional step the standard deals with the topic data quality analysis. This step pro-

vides guidance towards understanding the significance, uncertainty and sensitivity of the 

LCIA results. It is helpful to keep in mind that LCA is an iterative process and that the result 

of a data quality analysis may further guide a subsequent life cycle inventory phase e.g. col-

lecting additional data that may have been excluded or refining the cut-off criteria.  

 

The steps described help the decision maker to come to a decision that is based on as many 

hard facts as possible. Alongside the environmental aspects included in LCA, economic, tech-

nical and social aspects are also important dimensions in such a decision making process. Be-

cause different individuals, organisations and societies may have different preferences in 

weighting these aspects it is possible that different parties will reach different conclusions 

based on the same set of inventory and impact assessment data. 

3.1 Reference system 

(by Bart Muys) 

It is important to note that a reference system is not necessary in LCA, but it is allowed.  

 

For the impact category global warming potential, for example, the result of a human activity 

is expressed in absolute terms as tonnes of CO2 emission equivalents. The higher this value, 

the higher the impact. As a consequence, there is no need for a reference system. In principle, 

this holds also for the land use impact category. Natural ecosystems strive for maximal exergy 

and human impact may disturb this striving, by accidentally decreasing the exergy level or by 

permanently keeping it on a lower level (in the case of land occupation). The exergy level can 

thus be used as an absolute measure. The higher this value, the lower the impact.  

 

However, choosing a reference system may have advantages. The ecosystem performance 

becomes more contextual if a value can be compared with a reference. A distance to a refer-

ence can be more informative than an absolute value. Another reason for opting for a refer-

ence system is that although it is perfectly possible to compare exergy values of ecosystems 

around the world, it makes little sense. The reason is that the maximum exergy level and the 

maximum exergy dissipation performance an ecosystem can reach are site specific. It seems 

necessary, therefore, to compare land use systems with a reference system from the same site. 
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There are several options for the choice of a reference system. The first option is to choose the 

thermodynamic equilibrium; the second option is to choose the state with zero impact; the 

third option is the state with highest possible exergy level at a given site and the fourth option 

the state before intervention . The four options are evaluated more in detail. 

3.1.1 Thermodynamic equilibrium 

At thermodynamic equilibrium the entropy is maximal and the exergy is minimal or zero. Any 

natural or man-made ecosystem will have a higher exergy level. The absolute value of this 

exergy level represents by definition its distance from the thermodynamic equilibrium. It 

means that choosing the thermodynamic equilibrium as the reference is the same as not 

choosing a reference state.  

3.1.2 State with zero impact 

It seems quite logical to choose the state where the impact is zero as a reference. In the case of 

land use, that would be the natural state, as proposed by GIEGRICH and STURM (1998). The 

impact score is then given by the distance from the natural state (hemerobia or degree of natu-

ralness). Two problems raise here:  

 what is exactly meant by the natural state in exergy terms? In nature, natural dis-

turbances will create a mosaic of succession stages, which can have different ex-

ergy levels varying between the thermodynamic equilibrium and the maximum site 

specific level 

 what to do with land use systems which increase the exergy level, but not neces-

sarily increase the degree of naturalness (e.g. afforestation of arable land with ex-

otic trees).  

3.1.3 State with highest exergy level 

The state with highest exergy level for a given site (climate, soil, topography, aspect, etc.) is 

expected to be found in the natural climax system under today’s conditions, i.e. the potential 

natural vegetation, the ecosystem as it would be at the climax state without human interven-

tion. This climax system is the product of a long evolution history of natural selection. It is the 

most successful combination of pathways for energy dissipation. This reference system was 

also chosen in the method of SCHWEINLE (2000). 

 

The land use impact is then measured by the distance (i.e. the difference in exergy level) from 

the climax system. It implies the build-up of a database with exergy levels (i.e. land use indi-
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cator scores) of the climax system specific of every site type. For most site types in the world 

it will be possible to find and measure the exergy scores of its climax system in undisturbed 

areas, strict nature reserves or areas with close to nature management. 

 

An interesting question is if man made systems can reach an exergy level which is higher than 

that of the climax system. In theory, this seems possible, because human intervention can 

bring species together from different continents that were not available to the natural system 

for selecting the best dissipating trophical networks. As a purely hypothetical example, the 

exergy level of a pine plantation forest in the Highveld of South Africa might be higher than 

that of the natural grassland climax. In this case, the distance score would give a negative 

value, indicating an increase in exergy compared to the natural climax. Such a situation would 

not cause any difficulty.  

 

Another question is how to deal with natural disturbances. In an area where big scale natural 

disturbances such as windthrow or fire are common (e.g. the boreal forest) the natural forest 

will form a mosaic of patches with different exergy level ranging from early succession stages 

until the climax. It means that the average exergy level on a regional scale is much lower than 

the climax reference. Man-made forests in these areas may have the same patchy structure of 

clearcuts, young forests and mature stands. Active silvicultural treatment will probably lead to 

an average regional exergy level which is equal or higher than in the natural forest mosaic. 

The question is if the average exergy level of the man made forest should be compared with 

the average exergy level of the natural mosaic or with the reference exergy level of the climax 

patches. We propose the following solution. The climax patch stays the reference state with 

highest exergy as we decided. But in the database we add a second column with the average 

exergy level of the natural forest mosaic. This double reference will allow us to better under-

stand the position of the man made forest compared to its natural references.  

3.1.4 State before intervention 

The state before intervention was proposed by BAITZ et al. (1998) as the reference state. It 

seems to work out for temporary land use impacts, such as a quarry. But the element of time 

is a complicating factor: it is almost certain that the present state of the land, even without 

intervention, is not the same as the reference state. For more permanent forms of land occupa-

tion, such as permanent arable land, this reference state does not seem feasible: it is not possi-

ble to say when and what was the state before intervention.  
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3.1.5 Conclusion 

Although the exergy score of an ecosystem gives an absolute value for the land use impact, 

we found good reasons to introduce a reference system. The only reference system which 

proved to be sound and stable enough to use is the state with highest exergy level, i.e. the 

natural climax state or potential natural vegetation. It is recommended to construct a database 

with the climax state of every climate/soil combination giving the scores of these climax sys-

tems for every selected land use indicator. 

 

Comment from Simo Kaila and Helena Wessman:  

In defining the reference system, special attention should be paid to ecosystem succession. In 

many climatic zones (Boreal, Mediterranean, savanna, steppe) ecosystem succession follows 

so called large cycle succession models, where fire dynamics is the prime mechanism for re-

generation of natural state forests. It seems that gap dynamics succession or small cycle suc-

cession, with more or less static climax phase, may be a specific feature of mainly temperate 

broad-leaved and tropical forests. 

 

Because of this, the climax phase of natural stands should not be chosen as a sole reference 

state for all forests disregarding the age classes, but the comparisons should rather be done by 

corresponding development phases. As to the climax phase as reference state, there is still the 

complication that different sites have different climax states, which may not be of very per-

manent nature, either. Especially in Northern Finland's spruce stands on fine-textured soils 

mosses tend to grow very thick ground vegetation, which results in worsening of the micro-

climate, resulting in drastic stand decline. It will recover only, when a heavy wildfire starts a 

new succession cycle, after maybe 250 years. 

3.2 Calculating and computing/classification and characterisation 

(by Thomas Köllner) 

In this chapter, the classification and characterization with respect to the impact category land 

use are explained. Both steps, classification as well as characterization, are part of the Life 

Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA). In general the objective of LCIA is to evaluate the interven-

tions registered in the inventory of a product or a process. Information about classification and 

characterization is provided in (e.g., UDO DE HAES 1996; HOFSTETTER 1998; 

GOEDKOOP and SPRIENSMA 1999; UDO DE HAES et al. 1999).  
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In the classification step interventions with a similar environmental mechanism are grouped 

together. The interventions are assigned to the selected impact categories (classification) with 

respect to the environmental mechanism at play. That means that different interventions, 

which follow a similar cause-effect path are put together in a single impact category. 

 

Characterisation factors (or models) are then used to “...express the contribution of a unit 

environmental intervention ... to the chosen impact category...” (HEIJUNGS and 

HOFSTETTER, 1996, p. 32). In the case of land use this means that different land use types 

are assessed with respect to their potential to have positive or negative influence on the se-

lected endpoints of assessment (e.g., biodiversity). 

 

Classification of land use types 
In order to assess land use activities, a classification of land use types must be set up. In the 

inventory, land use activities are then registered in terms of area, time and type of land use. 

However, a major problem is to find the suitable level of resolution of the land use classifica-

tion. Generally speaking there is not a single best resolution but is dependent on the goal and 

scope of an LCA. For example in an LCA where wood from conventional plantations as well 

as from FSC certified forests is involved, it is clearly necessary to distinguish a high-intensity 

and a low-intensity silvicultural land use practice.  

 

For Europe, as the basic classification, the CORINE land cover classification (EUROPEAN 

ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCY, 2000) can be used. The CORINE typology includes all the 

major land cover types of Europe and provides three different levels of classification). Consis-

tent and detailed maps for large parts of Western Europe are available in a geographic infor-

mation system (see http://etc.satellus.se). A problem is that such detailed inventories are not 

available for many parts of the world where nevertheless land use is very important. 

 

Some modifications of the CORINE classification are necessary, because the classifications in 

their original form did not distinguish between low- and high-intensity land use, e.g., for for-

estry and agriculture. For LCA purposes, it is obviously important to have different charac-

terization factors for, for example coniferous plantations and forests, which are close-to-

nature.  
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Table 1: Coarse classification of the CORINE land use classification (EUROPEAN 

ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCY 2000). 

1 Artificial surfaces 
11 Urban fabric 
12 Industrial, commercial, and transport 
13 Mine, dump, and construction sites 
14 Artificial, non-agricultural areas with 

vegetation 
 
2 Agricultural areas 
21 Arable land 
22 Permanent crops 
23 Pastures 
24 Heterogeneous agricultural areas 
 

3 Forests and semi-natural areas 
31 Forests 
32 Shrub and/or herbaceous vegetation 

associations 
33 Open spaces with little or no vegetation 
 
4 Wetlands 
41 Inland wetlands 
42 Coastal wetlands 
 
5 Water bodies 
51 Inland waters 
52 Marine waters 

 

Table 2: Detailed classification of forests (taken from KÖLLNER, 2001). Italic letters indi-

cate modifications of CORINE classification. 

Type 31 Forests Description (type of intensity) 
311 Broad-leafed forest Vegetation formation composed principally of trees, in-

cluding shrub and bush understories, where broad-leafed 
species predominate. (Presence of conifers 0-10%) 

3111 Broad leafed plantations Plantations of fast growing tree species like popular (for-
est_hi) 

3112 Semi-natural broad-leafed 
forests 

Natural or semi-natural forests, where coniferous species 
predominate, either moist or arid form (forest_li) 

312 Coniferous forest Vegetation formation composed principally of trees, in-
cluding shrub and bush understories, where coniferous 
species predominate. (Presence of conifers 91-100%) 

3121 Coniferous plantations Plantations of fast growing tree species like Picea abies 
(forest_hi) 

3122 Semi-natural coniferous 
forests 

Natural or semi-natural forests, where coniferous species 
predominate (forest_li) 

313 Mixed forest Vegetation formation composed principally of trees, in-
cluding shrub and bush understories, where broad-leafed 
and coniferous species co-dominate. (forest_li) 

3131 Mixed broad-leafed forest Presence of conifers 11-50% (forest_li) 
3132 Mixed coniferous forest Presence of conifers 51-90% (forest_li) 
314 Forest Edge Borderline between silvicultural and agricultural area 

(non-use) 
forest_li: low intensity forests 
forest_hi: high intensity forests 
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Another classification of land use types is used in the LC-inventory database Ecoinvent  of 

ETH Zurich (FRISCHKNECHT et al., 1996, chapter 8 pp. 20). It makes a distinction between 

4 ecosystem types according to the hemerobian scale:  

• Ecoinvent type I: natural land, impact of human beings not larger than those of other 
species 

• Ecoinvent type II: modified land, impact of human beings larger than those of other 
species, but non-cultivated components (e.g., near-to-nature forests) 

• Ecoinvent type III: cultivated land, impact of human beings larger than those of other 
species, mostly cultivated components (e.g., agriculture, forest plantations) 

• Ecoinvent type IV: built up land, dominated by streets, buildings, industrial plants. 
 

This classification will be revised in the forthcoming version of the Ecoinvent database 

(ECOINVENT, 2000). 

 

Characterization of land use types 
Characterization factors allow land use types to be ranked ecologically according to their po-

tential damage to the chosen environmental endpoints. For the impact category land use, the 

intervention is the area multiplied by the period of time for which the land is used. The unit of 

this surface-time is square meters multiplied by years. The total damage D is then the surface-

time multiplied with the dimensionless characterization factor C: 

! 

D = C *Area *Time  
 
Specific problems of characterization within the impact category land use and recommenda-

tions for dealing with them are:  

• [Generic characterisation factors versus case specific ones]  
The basis of the Life-Cycle Impact Assessment are generic characterization factors. 
Especially when only little is known about the land use activity. However, espe-
cially when land use is a central process of the product under investigation, it might 
be possible to calculate case specific characterization factors. This allows local 
conditions to be taken into account. 

 
• [Weighting of criteria]   

The weighting of criteria is recommended when the results of single criteria are ag-
gregated. The procedure of  aggregation must be made transparent and should be 
reproducible. In general the total damage D is 
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where Ci = criteria i , wi = weighting factor for criteria i. 
 
• [Land transformation and land occupation] 

In LCIA of land use the transformation of land and the occupation of land can be 

distinguished (cf. LINDEIJER et al. 1998; KÖLLNER, 2001). Both types of land 

use activity should be included and assessed in a comprehensive LCA. 

 
Reviews of existing proposals for the assessment of land use can be found in FINNVEDEN 
(1996), EKVALL (1997), HEIJUNGS (1997) and KÖLLNER (2001).  
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4 Valuation 

(by Johannes Kreißig) 

 

Within the framework of an evaluation, the results from the impact assessment and the inven-

tory analysis are analysed and conclusions and recommendations are established.  

A further aspect is the transparent presentation of the LCA results. The standard ISO 14043 

comprises three interpretation elements:  

 identification of the significant issues; 

 evaluation which considers completeness, sensitivity and consistency checks; 

 conclusions, recommendations and reporting of the significant issues. 

 

In order to determine the significant issues the main contributions of each impact category 

have to be identified (which emissions and/or which processes are dominant according to 

which indicator?). Relevant inventory data that cannot be allocated to any impact categories 

must also be integrated into the study. Following the scope definition the main contributions 

can be assigned to the individual process steps, individual life-cycle phases and to the entire 

life cycle. Together with these results, the significant issues can be established, since it is then 

clear which processes or life phases are dominant.  

 

To evaluate the results according to the standard a completeness check, a sensitivity check 

and a consistency check of the identified processes or life phases may be carried out. Com-

pleteness is checked by the mass and energy data analysis. Sensitivity is determined by calcu-

lating scenarios in which processes and process parameters are varied. The effects of different 

assumptions on the total result can also be judged in terms of the sensitivity of the results 

when varying these. It must be ensured that all necessary information and data relevant to the 

interpretation are available and complete. It is also important to check to what extent uncer-

tainties, for example through the estimation of data due to data gaps, may influence the result. 

These uncertainties may be determined by the calculation of minimum - maximum ranges that 

reflect the possible extreme cases and their effects on the total results. The consistency check 

should ensure that the procedure used is consistent with the goal and scope and that the meth-

odology and rules have been accurately applied. 

 

Some national weighting schemes, such as the Dutch Eco-Indicator, include the category land 

use in a relative simple way. These methods may, in the future, be developed to include more 
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detailed indicator based methods but, for the time being, we do not recommend the use of 

these ready-made weighting methods because: 

 a debate about weighting based on individual preferences has educational value 

and is important to a good interpretation of the results.  

 for comparative assertions disclosed to the public the interpretation must be con-

ducted category indicator by category indicator.  

 LCA is a method to support the decision making process and not a tool to make a 

decision itself. The decision itself is not part of a LCA but it has to be made never-

theless.  

 

Transparency is to be provided by documentation of all operations leading to the final conclu-

sions. To reach a high reliability of a study candour is the key element.  

 

Box: Necessity for aggregating impact categories like in Eco-indicator'99 

Thomas Köllner 

 

The environmental impacts that are taken into account in a LCA are very heterogeneous. 

These impacts include, Global Warming, acidification and eutrophication of soils and waters, 

resource depletion, land use and many more. Due to its differences in affected endpoints and 

environmental mechanisms at play it is difficult to aggregate such diverse impacts into a sin-

gle impact score. However, LCAs are used to back decisions for one of two or more alterna-

tives. In that case it is necessary to aggregate all impacts into a single score. Otherwise it 

would not be possible to make a decision. This aggregation can be done either implicitly or 

explicitly. The former is done when a formal step for aggregation is not included into the 

LCA method and means that the aggregation is made in a non transparent way. In the latter 

case a formal step for aggregation (i.e. how to weight and sum up the single impacts) is in-

cluded into the LCA method which has the advantage that hidden value choices are made 

transparent. Only here the aggregation step for backing a decision is made transparent and can 

be a subject of critical review. The Ecoindicator 99 (GOEDKOOP and SPRIENSMA, 1999) 

is one of those methods which allow for an aggregated single score valuation. 
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5 Conclusion 

(by Jörg Schweinle) 

5.1 Problems resolved and problems remaining 

Since the mid 1990s the assessment of land use impacts within LCA has been subject of in-

tensive research throughout Europe. The approaches that have been made to solve the prob-

lem are quite diverse and more or less sophisticated. As a basis for the assessment all ap-

proaches are based on a single indicator or, like the majority, a set of indicators. Due to a lack 

of knowledge as well as a lack of data, a complete assessment of all impacts caused by land 

use is impossible for the time being. It is in question anyhow, whether a complete assessment 

would be useful. Within LCA the assessment of a few key impacts of land use seems to be 

sufficient in order to show the differences between land use types or different management 

systems for a specific land use type (e.g. forest management systems). However, with indica-

tors recommended in this report, a simple assessment of some key impacts of major European 

land use types and forest management systems should be possible. Nevertheless, some major 

problems still need to be solved. 

 

The selection of a conceptual framework or theoretical basis for development and evaluation 

of indicators is not definite and needs extensive discussion. Our proposal the “Exergy Con-

cept” is a rather new concept. It is controversial and needs further review. The future will 

show if it will be widely accepted or rejected and replaced by another concept. 

 

The future discovery and deeper understanding of cause-effect chains in ecosystems will lead 

to a more differentiated assessment of land use impacts. More data will be available and indi-

cators can become more precise. Especially the assessment of impacts on biodiversity which 

is still superficial could be further improved.  

 

Whether in the future there will be a standard approach with a standard set of indicators for 

the assessment of land use impacts is hard to predict. To meet all requirements an approach 

should be universal, transparent and operational enough for the assessment of all types of land 

use. The degree of universality depends primarily on the set of indicators and the chosen ref-

erence system as well (cf. 2.3 and 3.1). For a more detailed assessment of a single land use 

type or of management systems for a land use type, sets of more specific indicators could re-
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place the universal set. Thereby a high flexibility is guaranteed and all requirements could be 

met. 

5.2 Summary 

Far more than for other products, the assessment of impacts caused by land use is essential for 

the full assessment of forest products. Since the standard LCA methodology is not yet able to 

provide a proper assessment of land use impacts, the development of additional methodologi-

cal approaches is needed for the full quantification and assessment of environmental impacts. 

Since the mid 1990s a variety of approaches have been proposed for that purpose (BAITZ et 

al., 1998; FRISCHKNECHT et al., 1995; GIEGRICH and STURM, 1996; KÖLLNER, 2000; 

LINDEIJER et al, 1998; SCHWEINLE, 2000; AXEL SPRINGER VERLAG et al., 1998; 

SWAN, 1998), but it is not the aim of this report to focus on specific measures, but on the 

indictors that may be used for the quantification of impacts. In order to quantify and, in a sec-

ond step, to evaluate land use impacts properly, the type and quality of the indicators are more 

important than the approach chosen. As one possible theoretical basis for the selection and 

development of indicators suitable for the quantification of impacts of land use, the “Exergy 

Concept” (MUYS et al., 2001) is introduced. Within the “Exergy Concept” indicators already 

used for the assessment of land use impacts as well as indicators developed for other purposes 

have been evaluated and divided into three groups. The first group consists of indicators that 

may be appropriate for the assessment of all land use types, the second consists of indicators 

specially designed for the assessment of forestry and the third group consists of indicators we 

do not recommend for the assessment of land use.  

 

Special focus is also placed upon the selection of a reference system and on the classification 

and characterisation of the indicators. Both the kind of reference system and the classification 

and characterisation of the indicators have a strong influence on the results of the impact as-

sessment. In order to arrive at sound conclusions one must be aware of those influences. Fi-

nally, we express our critical opinion on the valuation step of LCA as well as an opinion as to 

why it should be done. The report concludes with an overview of remaining problems. 
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Abstract 

Land Use Assessment involves evaluationof impacts on the biosphere  caused by managerial 

land use actions including safeguard subjects as bioproductivity and biodiversity. This paper 

only deals with the biodiversity. The LCA methodology has so far been to describe the inter-

ventions made using indicators. By finding a cause-effect chain, the correlation between in-

tervention and final effect on the safeguard subjects has been defined, and  been given a fig-

ure. This line of action has been successful for most kinds of interventions. The ecosystems 

existing in natural biotopes are so complex, that this approach so far seems to be difficult and 

uncertain.  

 

In this paper the author has tried another approach. The biodiversity has been looked upon as 

a state function, describing the biodiversity value of any point on the earth. The environ-

mental load of man’s land use is said to be defined by the difference between the potential 

biodiversity of the area and the actual biodiversity. The effect of a special intervention is then 

the difference between the actual biodiversity before and after the intervention. The author 

shows how this impact can be described using the knowledge of the local land structure, 

which is mainly due to the (partly) natural division of forestland into valuable key biotopes 

and vast areas with low biodiversity.  

 

The biodiversity is evaluated according to the occurrences of endangered species and the will-

ingness to pay for the avoidance of the extinction of these endangered species. This base is 

well known from the EPS system, recently updated by Steen [2]. The authors further working 

along this line shows a way how to convert these basic views into practicl evaluation of  land 

use. Although Swedish conditions and mainly forestry is discussed, this approach should be 

applicable to other land uses and other countries.  
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Introduction 

Land Use in LCAs mostly involves the evaluation of the effects of managerial land use mea-

sures on the environment. Typical examples are how the ecosystems are effected by forestry 

methods, or the agricultural landscape by the methods used in the management of the arable 

and pastural parts of  the landscape. It is still being discussed if also effects on the abiotic part 

of the nature should be involved. In this paper only effects on the biosphere are included.  

 

The main effects are directed at one of the two following safeguard subjects; bioproductivity 

(P) and biodiversity (S). Together these components make up the bioquality (Q) of the land in 

question;   

Q = P + S    …….(1) 

They will be looked upon as functions of state of the areas in question.  

 

This paper will only deal with the biodiversity, and with the Swedish conditions, although the 

results should be generally applicable. 

 

The biodiversity of a piece of land is defined as having three parts; the multitude of species, 

the multiplicity of genoms within the species, and the quality of the ecosystem. In this paper – 

as in most Land Use papers – only the multitude of species, will be dealt with.  

 

The complex of questions to be answered to be able to make assessments include primarily 

the following:  

1. How does the structure of ecosystems affect the land use evaluation? 

2. How should the environmental load be defined  and the effects evaluated? 

3. How should effects of individual interventions be evaluated? 

 

Land structures 

A country is built up of ground with mountainous areas, forests, agricultural and urban lands-

capes. Lakes and seas or sea shores are additional elements of importance.  The geological 

prerequisites usually differ a lot, and so do the climatic conditions. If we add to that that the 

prehistory of a land has always played an important role, and that history always goes on, 

meaning that all land is affected by dynamic forces – some called disturbances, it is clear that 

the biosphere has a broad multitude of forms. This has led to the development of different 

kinds of biotopes, where some species have been successful in adaptation to a relatively broad 
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range of conditions (the generalists), and other have survived by specializing to more devia-

ting  biotopes and ecosystems.  

 

This was the case even before man started to flood the earth more than ten thousand years 

ago. The increasing occupation of land for hunting, farming etc has led to extinction and to 

decreased areas of natural land, but also, in the long run, led to new forms of species, thriving 

in pasture lands and also in urban areas. Some old types of species have also found the agri-

cultural and urban environments to be safe for them. 

 

The non-generalist part of the species require some key elements to thrive, otherwise they will 

not sustain in the environment. It follows that some habitats are key biotopes, where non-

generalists will be found. There might be sufficient numbers of key biotopes for some of the 

non-generalists to guarantee a sustainable future. For others we have seen a decreasing num-

ber of habitats, which eventually may lead to extinction, at least regionally. Those species are 

then endangered, which means that they are noted in the national red list for threatened speci-

es.  

 

The Swedish Red List 2000 holds 4 120 threatened species out of a total of about 50 000 

(multicellular) species [1]. 

 

When discussing the sustainability of the biodiversity the red-listed species are therefore the 

natural issue. If we can find and protect threatened species, at least in key biotopes (and reser-

ves) the situation will improve, but sustainability will in many cases not be reached until mea-

sures are taken to increase the number of key habitats or key biotopes – a kind of restauration 

all over the forests.  

 

Which are the key elements that make up a key biotope? Some of them depend on edaphical 

(soil) or climatic factors. Such factors exist or are nonexistent within the land in question, they 

are site dependent. Other key elements can be created by good forestry management. Examp-

les of such elements are standing and lieing dead wood, old trees and forests, dense and moist 

forests with a long and unbroken history without clearing, forest fires, etc. These are mana-

gement dependent biotopes.  
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In Sweden and during the last decade forest inventories have been made to identify the key 

biotopes. ”Signal species” – vascular plants or cryptogams - have been used to find habitats or 

sites with high natural values.  These signal species or indicators have been chosen because 

they are possible to identify in the field and are either known to occur mainly in sites holding 

endangered species, or to be restricted to substrates or habitats rarely found in woodland 

landscapes like aged habitats with long ecological continuity. The sites and habitats found 

may not always hold redlisted species, but the conditions are those needed for species bound 

to those key elements. However, they are always sites with high natural values and considered 

to be key biotopes.  

 

Species are divided up in animals; vertebrates an invertebrates, and plants; vascular plants, 

algae, mosses, fungi and lichens. Animals move across borders and should therefore be cha-

racterised on the landscape or regional level. Plants as individuals are bound to their site, but 

appear – especially as redlisted plants – only spotwise in key biotopes or similar habitats.  

 

Sweden is often divided into 8 climatic zones, having different kinds of key elements. All 

redlisted species cannot be found unless all eight zones are involved. Thus the number of red-

listed in each climatic zone is far below the figure for the whole of Sweden. The same reduc-

tion in number of redlisted species goes after further breaking up into smaller areas.    

 

The structure of the Swedish forests is thus that they differ a lot owing to their natural climati-

cal and edaphical (soil) conditions, but also owing to the way of silvicultural management.  

From the biodiversity point of view the forests are composed of biotopes with very different 

natural values. On one hand we have large areas with low occurrencies of  threatened species 

and minor areas with high natural values, but thes may be scattered all around. The environ-

mental loads on forestry and forestry products occur mainly when areas with high values are 

destroyed. Thus, if such areas have been identified and preserved from destruction, the land 

use loads will be smaller.  

 

As well as bad forestry leads to declining natural values in the forests, the bioquality and bio-

diversity can be improved by active actions leading to more key elements like dead wood, 

more deciduous trees of high age, protection of near natural forests with long continuity of 

closeness, restoration of biotopes wich are being overgrown, etc, etc. 
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Evaluation methods and bottom-up versus top-down approach methods 

The evaluation method explained and used below allows in principle an annual Willingness 

To Pay (WTP) sum to be calculated for the avoidance of extinction of species. The last step 

would be to allocate this WTP sum per individual and for all threatened species. The numbers 

of individuals in our threatened species populations are not known, however, and it would be 

to go too far to try that way.  

 

In land use LCA the goal is to calculate the effect of interventions. The ordinary situation is 

that the land use is a small part of the total impact calculated, say the land use for a wooden 

chair. Then there is little need for an exact estimation. At the same time it is usually not 

known from where the wood has been taken, so a general landcape or region figure has to be 

used. The question to be answered is: ” What is the general land use load that can be associa-

ted with 1 kg or 1 m3 of wood?” With the technique explained below, such a figure may very 

well be calculated from table data – if not today, so tomorrow.  

 

In another situation the environmental land use load might be a comparison between two 

ways of forestry or the effect of forest measures like final felling. Then more precise and local 

knowledge will be necessary to reach a significant result.  

 

If the task is to minimise the environmental load when building a new road or railway through 

a forest, then the difference between two states – before and after – is not of interest, but in-

stead how the total bioquality varies between parts of the forest so that the way can be chosen 

which will make the least environmental impact on the area .  

 

The ordinary ISO and SETAC way of land use assessment is to start from the possible inter-

ventions and try to find the cause-effect chains connecting the degree of intervention with the 

final effect on the safeguard subjects, which may be the biodiversity and/or the bioproductivi-

ty. To be able to do that, indicators must be found, which in figures can characterise the the 

impacts resulting from the interventions.  

 

As forests are very complex systems, it is difficult to find the cause-effect relations. At the 

same time there is a risk that more than one indicator affect the same safeguard subjects in the 

same way, making the result less reliable. For that reason a top-down procedure is chosen in 
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this paper, meaning that first the biodiversity (and bioproductivity, together giving the bioqua-

lity) is calculated and then, depending on the silvicultural measures made - the impact.  

 

The definition of environmental load and its evaluation 

An intervention leading to a change in a safe-guard subject is a load, positive or negative. In a 

bottom-up system, the cause-effect calculations give the load. Only the load caused by the 

intervention is calculated and reported - and this is what is usually desired.  

 

The top-down approach suggested here presupposes that the biodiversity has been evaluated 

and mapped on the regional or landscape level. Below a method is described that meets that 

requirement for eight climatic regions in Sweden, and default values are calculated.  

 

Using this method, estimated biodiversity values can be presented for regions or landscapes. 

However, it has to be kept in mind that there is a positive correlation between the dimensions 

of the area and the biodiversity – smaller areas means lower biodiversity, mainly owing to the 

spotwise occurrence of key biotopes.  

 

This approach opens up the possibility to estimate different kinds of biodiversity levels; not 

only the present, real and actual one. Another one is the potential level which is further down 

defined as a biologically sustainable area.. The difference between today’s actual status of the 

biodiversity and that of the potential biodiversity will here be said to  represent the environ-

mental biodiversity load caused by the use of the land. 

 

It might be difficult to estimate the relatively low difference in biodiversity between an exten-

sively cultivated forest and a forest with potential biodiversity, but if there is a lack of dead 

wood, old forests and forests patches with a long continuation of closeness, no fire disturban-

ces, etc, then there are reasons to make a calculation of the difference.  

 

When the land use is not forestry but agricultural or urban land use, the load is much bigger 

and thus also more important to establish, meaning that a rough estimation of the potential 

biodiversity still can give an acceptable estimation of the land use load.  

 

Especially if the land use means that the bioquality drops down to close to zero – roads, hou-

ses and arable lands – this top-down estimation will give reliable estimation of the environ-
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mental load. As a matter of fact – it remains for the spokesmen of the bottom-up method to 

show how the load of this high land use load should be estimated.  

 

This way of defining the environmental load can be said to be biocentric by definition, but the 

evaluation in WTP eco-points is antropocentric. 

 

In the methodological discussions the need for a reference level has been a big issue. In this 

approach there is no ”external” reference. The biodiversity – and the other functions of state, 

are calculated using a WTP scale. The effect of an intervention is expressed as the differences 

between biodiversity levels, where the potential biodiversity of the actual area can be seen as 

an ”internal” reference level. Thus comparisons between two separate areas is done going out 

from the internal conditions of each area, either the potential or the actual bioquality of the 

area.  

 

WTP evaluation of species 

Here only the multiplicity of species will be dealt with, the multiplicity of ecosystems and the 

degree of genetic variations within the species, which are also parts of biodiversity, will be 

neglected. However, the species multiplicity is the easiest indicator to use for biodiversity. 

Positive relationships can probably also be found between species multiplicity and the other 

two parts, and further work can add to the bioquality levels reached so far.  

 

In Life Cycle Assessments, where the final effects of interventions or causes are to be weigh-

ted and assessed, some kind of ecopoints are commonly used. When it comes to impacts on 

the biotic nature, there does not exist any objective (biocentric) eco-scale. Only an antropo-

centric view is possible. A well known principle is to estimate the effects of the impacts by 

referring to the Willingness To Pay (WTP) for the avoidance of the effect. A number of esti-

mations have been made. Here the work by Steen have been used. 

 

Steen writes in EPS 2000 [2, p39]: ”The most well known change in the safe-guard subject  

biodiversity, caused by human activities, is extinction of species. Each year a number of spe-

cies is extinct. The value given to this change can be estimated from the cost of counteractive 

measures. Therefore it seems reasonable to use the yearly extinction of species as an indicator 

for the safe guard subject.”  
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Steen estimated the the contribution to species extinction via the probability of global extinc-

tion of redlisted species, defining the category indicator ”NEX”, ”Normalised Extinction of 

species”. It is normalised to the species extinct during 1990. The estimation of the total Wil-

lingness To Pay (WTP) in OECD for  1 NEX was estimated from Swedish figures (178 M 

EUR = ”NEXse”), giving a global figure of NEX = 1.1E+11 EUR/NEX. The ratio is the po-

pulation ratio between Sweden’s population and the global population. The figure was chosen 

as the weighting factor, and with an uncertainty factor of  3.  

 

Because of a lack of land use methodology, EPS 2000 makes a halt at the global level. Howe-

ver, in praxis, most LCAs need local estimations, and at least a classification in different 

groups of species. Otherwise comparisons between different kinds of land use will be too un-

certain.  

 

A simple way to relate the category indicator NEX to indvidual species values is to divide the 

NEX value with the global number of redlisted species, giving all redlisted species the same 

weight. As is reported above, the Swedish WTP estimation (NEXse) has formed the base also 

for the global NEX value. In this case we can therefore get the Swedish value by dividing  

178 MEUR with 4 120 (table 1 and 2), the number of redlisted species in Sweden, resulting in 

43 204 EUR or ELU per species.  

 

However, to give equal values to all species is not reasonable from an antropocentric point of 

view. 

 

An alternative is to ask if the natural possibilities to substitute a loss of  species  is the same 

for the main groups of species; vertebrates, invertebrates and plants. It is well known that in-

sects and other invertebrates change their gene composition very easily, thereby linking their 

gene composition into new species. An indication to such possibilities is given by the number 

of generations per time unit for species, say 100 years. Trees live long, but many plants often 

have a new generation each year, that is 100 generations per 100 years. Vertebrates have be-

tween five and maybe two hundred generations per century. An average for the bigger verte-

brates may be around ten. Invertebrates on the other hand may have a number of generations 

each year.  
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If a weighting is made according to the possibilities to overcome the loss of species, the fac-

tors 10, 1 and 0.1 for vertebrates, plants and invertebrates respectively would then be closer to 

the reality. The relative number of species in the three groups: vertebrates, invertebrates and 

plants are 2, 80 and 18 percent respectively on the global scale. However, in Sweden there are 

503 vertebrates, 33 500 invertebrates and 16 000 plants, in all 50 000 species, giving the 

shares 0.01, 0.67 and 0.32. Then  bacteria and other single cell organisms, are left out (7 700 

species). This is an acceptable solution as this group is different from the big plant group and., 

if included should have a weighting factor of 0,01. Thus a weighted allocation of the NEXse 

value on only the three groups of species results from the following equation: 

 

178 000 000 = a*0.01*10 + a*0.67*0,1 + a*0.32*1   (1), where a  

 

is a proportionality factor, found to be 365.5E+6. When this value is put into the right mem-

brum the  NEXse values in ELU (=EUR) for the three groups can be calculated: 

 

 Vertebrates    36E+6  

 Invertebrates    25E+6 

Plants   117E+6 

   The sum is 178E+6.  

 

The natures of the NEX values are that they represent the WTP for avoiding species to be 

endangered and extinct. These risks are estimated in the Red Lists published in many (Euro-

pean) countries. Thus the NEX values must be broken down to the species level. The red list 

is built up as follows.  

 

Based on local population counts, the species that have too few representatives to survive in 

the long run or which show declining populations are added to a Red List in one of the fol-

lowing categories: DD = Data Deficient, RE = Regionally Extinct, CR = CRitically endan-

gered, EN = ENdangered, VU = Vulnerable, NT = Near Threatened.  

 

Apparently the species belonging to the categories CR, EN and VU should be subjects of en-

vironmental care in the first hand. However, also the other species on the Red List call for 

some measures. The higher the risk of extinction, the more intensive the measures. Thus the 

following weighting figures on the categories mentioned are suggested:  
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CR: 4, EN: 3, VU: 2 and the three other categories, below assembled under “RED”: 1. Below 

the allocation of NEX values on the redlisted species in Sweden will be calculated following 

this principle.  

 

As an example the number of redlisted vertebrates will be treated using the new Swedish red-

list [1, p 35].  

Category: CR    EN    VU      RED    NEXvertebrate 

                12     20      52   (19+11+42)       36E+6 

 

The following equation can be set up:  

 12*4*x + 20*3*x + 52*2*x + (19+11+42)*1*x = 36E+6 

 

The proportionality factor x is found to be 126 760. The CR part is then 12*4*126760= 6.08 

E+6. For each of the 12 critically endangered species the value is (6.08E+6)/12 = 507 040 

Fulfilling this calculation for CR, EN, VU and RED as well and the same for the invertebrates 

and the plants has given the following result (ELU/EUR) when the NEX values have been 

smoothened out: 

 

 NEXspecies values in ELU including all species populations in Sweden 

 

CATEGORY  CR  EN  VU  RED  SUM 

 

Vertebrates   

No of species           12          20          52          72 156 

NEX per species 507.000 380.000 253.000 127.000  

 

Invertebrates 

No of species       123       281       618  1.315  2.337 

NEX per species 26.000  19.000  13.000  7.000  

 

Plants 

No of species         144        269      434       780  1.627 

NEX per species 154.000 116.000 77.000  39.000  
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If the number of individuals in a population is known – or the number of habitats – the impact 

of the loss of one individual or one habitat can be calculated. As an example; if we have 100 

wolves in Sweden, category CR  [13, p 151], the loss of one of them corresponds to an envi-

ronmental loss of  5 070 ELU.  

 

However, in most cases the population figures for the species are not known. At the same 

time  the counting of redlisted species in a land use assessment is not a good solution for prac-

tical reasons. However, as was mentioned above, inventories of key biotopes have been done 

all over the country. Key biotopes are areas having such high natural values that redlisted spe-

cies probably will be found there. These biotopes may be just one old tree, but they can also 

hold several hectares. Within landscapes they usually cover between one and three percent of 

the total area, but scattered in small patches. They can hold between none and over 25 red-

listed species, but the average seems to be between one and five redlisted species per biotope 

belonging to the invertebrate or plant groups. In order to be able to estimate the biodiversity 

value of key biotopes, a model estimating the biodiversity will be presented which hopefully 

will be close to an average key biotope value for the landscape in question. It will include 

only the plants and invertebrates, which are more bound to the substrate of the habitat than 

vertebrates which move over big areas, even if some of them may be related to a key biotope, 

e.g. the whitebacked woodpecker. The key elements sought for in finding the key biotopes are 

valid  for plants, but many of the key biotopes do hold redlisted invertebrates also, thus they 

are included as well. Adding the NEXspecies values for invertebrates and plants above will 

give the following weighting factors per specie: 

 

 CR: 180 000,  EN: 135 000,  VU: 90 000,  RED: 46 000  (ELU) 

 

The number of redlisted species per these groups are the sums of plants and invertebrates: 

 

 CR: 279          EN: 570          VU: 1 104       RED: 2169 

 

Going out from that there are as an average 6 000 key biotopes holding CR-listed species and 

from the above relations between the groups, the following numbers of key biotopes for the 

four groups of  redlisted discussed above are found: 

 

CR: 6 000,     EN: 12 000,     VU: 24 000     RED: 46 000 
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By dividing the NEXspecies values with the corresponding key biotope numbers, we will get 

the NEXkeybiotope category values (ELU/category): 

 

 CR: 30          EN: 11              VU: 4               RED: 1 

 

The assumption of 6 000 CR species is of course just an assumption – no figure is known.  If 

the “right” value is twice as high, the key biotope values will be half as big.  

 

These values can be used to assess the average values of  key biotopes provided that the area 

under study  is big enough to contain a decent number of key biotopes. Consider an average 

key biotope holds 5 redlisted species with the following plausible distribution of redlisted 

species:  

 

CR: 0,5         EN: 1               VU: 2              RED: 4 

This average key biotope has the value of about 34 ELU: (0,5*30+1*11+2*2+4*1). 

 

Allocation of the NEXspecies geografically 

A second step towards more specific values is to reach a finer geographical subdivision. The 

separation into eight climatic zones will be done. In the Swedish Nation Atlas over Plants and 

Animals [3, p103] a subdivision of the main groups of species over the 24 Swedish land-

scapes has been made, and the share of the total number of redlisted species in Sweden is in-

dicated. By a combination of these landscape figures and the climatic map with 8 zones, the 

multiplicity for each of the three groups in each zone has been calculated by the author. Be-

low only the result of this combination work is shown.  
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NEX shares of the redlisted species in Sweden over the eight zones, MELU. 

Zone Vertebrates Invertebrates Plants All 

Alpine Sweden 9,4 1,8 7,5 18,6 

Subalpine Sweden 9,0 1,8 7,5 18,2 

Central northern 9,0 1,9 8,2 19,1 

Northern east coast 10,1 1,8 5,7 17,5 

Southern east coast 11,8 6,7 9,6 28,1 

Lake Väner district 9,3 3,4 10,7 23,3 

Central southern 5,6 7,4 8,5 21,5 

The west coast 13,0 6,3 12,1 31,4 

SUM 77 31 70 178 

 

In the first three colums the partial NEXse figures for the vertebrates, invertebrates and plants 

are shown in MELU (or MEUR). In the last column the sums are given.  

 

A rapid look at the columns reveals some well known facts about the biodiversity in Sweden, 

which is still more evident at the page 103 cited above. They show that the diversity is sig-

nificantly higher in Southern Sweden compared to the northern part, the part north of the 

Limes Norrlandicus. This difference is explained by the fewer species of invertebrates and 

vascular plants in the nordern part, mainly owing to the lack of southern decidious trees.  

 

Only 849 species belong to the most endangered groups CR and EN of the 4120 species red-

listed [1 ]. A study of the distribution of the species in these two groups shows that 55 % of 

the species are bound to the southernmost parts of Sweden (the west coast, Skåne, Blekinge 

Gotland and Öland), 34% are bound to middle Sweden, and only 11% to northern Sweden 

including the four northernmost climatic zones 1 to 4. These figures stress still more the fact 

that most of the endangered species are to be found in Southernmost Sweden.  

 

However, the values are for all kinds of land, forestland and agricultural lands having the big-

gest share according to Table 2. Thus the next step will be to separate those red-listed endang-

ered by the forestry and the agriculture from the rest. From table 2 the fact that approximately 

33% of the species are endangered by the forestry and 32 % by the agriculture can be drawn. 

As wetlands mostly are parts of the forest landscape, the percentages for the forestry is set to 

40%.  
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The first goal is to arrive at good default values for the biodiversity within each zone, and 

expressed in ELU (=EUR) units per hectar and year. We need first to know the forest area of 

each zone, expressed in hectars. By using forestry statistics [ 5 ] and the partial NEX zone 

figures for all species from above, and considering the fact that forestry stands for 40% of the 

redlisted species, the following series of figures results: 

 

Forest areas in 1000 hectar in the 8 climatic zones: 

 

    1              2              3              4              5              6              7              8 

3 181        4 292      5 609       3 266        3 131        758          1 400       1 686 

 

Knowing that 40 % of the redlisted species are endangered by the forestry, and that the NEX-

se is 178E+6 is enough to get an average potential value per hectare forest in Sweden: 

 

(178E+6)*0,4/23 323 000 = 3,05 ELU/ha,year 

 

Sweden holds about 2,8 million hectars of arable land and about 450 000 ha pasture land. The 

32 % species that are endangered within the agriculture are probably to be found mainly in 

pasture lands. Thus an average potential value for those areas can be calculated as follows: 

 

 (178E+6)*0,32/450 000 = 130 ELU/ha,year 

 

If also the arable land is involved, the result is about 18 ELU/ha,year. 

  

Below the final transformation is done from NEX zone values to the average value per hectar 

for the 8 zones and the three groups of species. First the NEXse zone values in MELU are 

multiplied with 0,4 in order to arrive at the values endangered by the forestry (cf Table 2). 

Second, these values are divided by the forest area for the zone in question. The result is given 

in the following table: 
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Mean environmental impact values on the forest biodiversity in ELU/ha,year 

 

 

Vert. Invert Plants All  Thousand 

Redlisted: 53 969 764 1786  Hectares 

Zone       

1 1,18 0,22 0,94 2,34  3 181 

2 0,84 0,16 0,70 1,70  4 292 

3 0,64 0,14 0,58 1,36  5 609 

4 1,24 0,22 0,70 2,14  3 266 

5 1,51 0,85 1,23 3,59  3 131 

6 4,91 1,77 5,63 12,30  758 

7 1,10 2,11 2,44 6,14  1 400 

8 3,08 1,50 2,87 7,45  1 686 

     SUM: 23 323 

Average 1- 4 1,0 0,2 0,7 1,9 ELU/ha  

    Average 5 – 8  2,6 1,6 3,0 7,4 ELU/ha  

 

The picture given above of the biodiversity in eight climatic zones in Sweden has a low de-

gree of precision, but should be qualitatively right. Zone No 6 has got the highest values, not 

because higher NEX values but because they are to be found in a smaller forest area, resulting 

in a higher value per hectare. The average for the total Swedish forests derived from this table 

and for all species is 4.6 ELU/ha, a value which is 50% higher than that calculated above 

(3.05), which mirrors the effect of  the unevenness in the distribution of the redlisted species.  

 

The Land Use evaluation in case studies 

For general purposes the figures 2  ELUs/ha can be used for the four northern, 4 ELU/ha for 

zone 5 and for the three southernmost zones 6 ELU/ha respectively. However, the biodiversity 

is not evenly distributed over the forest areas (or the agricultural areas). Most of the threat-

ened species are to be found within key habitats, which make up only a few percent of the 

forest areas. Together with other “care demanding areas” which are also rich in biodiversity, 

although still low in redlisted species, they constitute only about 5% of the forest area. The 

rest, which is up to 95 % of the forest area, is “production forests”, where general considera-

tions to the environment have to be taken, or production forests where some special consid-

erations have to be taken, but which apart from that are production forests.  
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If five hectares out of a hundred contain 90% of the redlisted species, and the average biodi-

versity has been evaluated to 6 ELU/ha (=Southern Sweden), the production part = 95 % ha 

will hold only 0,10*6*100 = 60 ELU , that is 0,63 ELU/ha of the redlisted  species or say 0,7, 

and the five valuable hectares 0,9*6*100 = 540 ELU, that is about 108 ELU/ha. In Northern 

Sweden with a forest diversity figure of  2 ELU/ha, the corresponding figures will be 0,2 and 

36 ELU/ha respectively.  

 

Although this unevenness might be lower than indicated above, it is also valid for most forests 

and –  still more – for agricultural areas, where the main areas are intensively cultivated and 

low in bioquality, and small remainders are key biotopes or care demanding habitats. These 

facts underline the necessity to either work only with landscapes or bigger areas or to base the 

calculations on local data.  

 

The eight climatic zones in Sweden hold each roughly between 1,5 and 5 million hectares. 

The bioquality figures between 2 and 7 ELU/ha reported above are representative for those 

areas. However, if the areas being studied are only part of those zones, the bioquality values 

must be corrected accordingly. The number of species per area seem to follow a log-log linear 

relationship of the following (“Arrhenius”) type: log S = z log A + log c  [Rosenzweig, 4 ].  

The smaller the actual area is in comparison to the climatic zone, the smaller is the number of 

species found in the area and accordingly the biodiversity. From this it does not follow that 

the biodiversity per area unit decreases when the area involved decreases. 

 

Above it was retold that the Swedish forests to about 95 per cent are so called production for-

ests, meaning that they contain few red-listed species. They can be used for wood production 

purposes without risking the biodiversity too much. However, at the same time the certified 

forestry management includes a number of general considerations which will create more 

future habitats for redlisted species to thrive (old trees, dead wood etc, etc.). Apparently the 

forest management strategy must be to save the areas rich in biodiversity in order to press 

down the environmental load on the extracted products. Such a strategy requires that the key 

habitats are mapped and safeguarded. Such processes have started all over Sweden’s forests, 

first partly by deskwork, but as a second step by local visits and screenings. This is done as 

part of the silvicultural management is called “ecological landscape planning”.  
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Thus the calculation of the actual biodiversity value (Sa) for a landscape can start by present-

ing the default value calculated above for the whole climatic zone in question. If this is No 3, 

the Central Northern, the average diversity value is 2 ELU/ha,year, where the production for-

est part might hold about 0,7 ELU/ha (or more) and the key biotopes then 36 ELU/ha. The 

difference between these figures for the zone and those for the smaller landscape we are inter-

ested in, is probably due to the number of key biotopes which normally is smaller, less diver-

gent and less “exotic” than those of the whole zone, resulting in a lower average key biotope 

value, say 30 instead of 36 ELU/ha*year. More precise figures require local inspections or 

knowledge from earlier mappings.  

 

How calculate the potential biodiversity (Sp) on a known area? What is the difference be-

tween the actual and the potential biodiversity (ΔS)? In natural forests there are no production 

areas. The average age is high and the forest is dense and filled with dead wood. Thus there 

are big volumes of old and dead wood where lichens, fungi and insects thrive. On dry ground 

the forest may be struck by lightning – an enormous disturbance leading to burnt wood and 

ashes – a start for new generations and changing generations, giving special species a chance 

to grow. In wetlands the fire does not intrude, instead we have here species requiring moist 

and shadowy habitats for long times.  

 

Such a forest is far from a cultivated forest, but it is also a forest with low productivity from 

the forester’s point of view. The goal in Sweden is to secure the sustainability of our endan-

gered species, which requires some 5 to 10 percentages of untouched reserves, key biotopes 

and areas that are carefully handled so to recreate valuable biotopes, some of them based on 

now obsolete forestry or agriculture. However, this is not enough, also the production forests 

must contribute to the biodiversity in order to reach sustainability. This is brought about by 

increasing the amount of dead wood, old trees, disturbances leading to new generations, cor-

ridors connecting patches of old forests, etc.  

 

Thus the requirements for sustainability rather than the resemblance to a natural forest is guid-

ing the silvicultural measures. For that reason a sustainable silviculture will here be looked 

upon as being in compliance with (equal to) the potential biodiversity level. The distance be-

tween the sustainability level and the actual level is then the biodiversity load: Sp – Sa.  
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The actual level can be increased by the silvicultural measures already mentioned. This in-

crease will take time, but it will increase the number of key biotopes in due time. For that rea-

son the biodiversity load defined above should be reduced in relation to the expected effect of 

the silviculture. The expected effect might be bigger the lower the actual biodiversity is. The 

effect of disturbances (e, g, burning of clear felled areas), of creating more dead wood, leav-

ing old trees etc, can be evaluated by calculating a corresponding increase of the key biotope 

area and/or an increase in the biodiversity of the production forest in question. The more the 

local conditions are known, the better will be the assessment. An environmentally friendly 

forestry aims at avoiding environmental loads and instead tries to improve the environmental 

status, the bioquality.  

 

Such ambitions are inherent in the FSC system (Forest Stewardship Council). The balance is 

between the negative load depending on the distance between the potential and the actual bio-

diversity status on one hand, and the expected positive long-term effects of improvements 

resulting from silvicultural measures on the other.  

 

As the potential value of a forest is suggested to be equal to a forest with a sustainable biodi-

versity, the consequential question is: “How big part of the forest has to be of key biotopic 

character to ensure sustainability?” The answer will probably differ for different types of re-

gions. Possibly this figure varies between five and ten per cent, being lower the bigger the 

forest landscapes are. It is suggested here that when the LCA practitioner has decided on this 

percentage going out from local conditions, a ΔSimp (for improvement) value is chosen 

which is between zero and 50% of  the difference between Sp-Sa, depending on how many 

measures that have been taken to ensure sustainable biodiversity.   

 

These improvement measures implemented during the silviculture, and especially during the  

final felling calls for the correction term ΔSimp when the net environmental load resulting 

from the intervention is to be calculated, thus  

 

ΔS = ΔSp - ΔSa - ΔSimp      ……(2) 

 

Say that the potential biodiversity has been set to 9 ELU/ha,year and Sa after a final cutting is 

found to be 4 ELU/ha,year. The difference is 5 ELU/ha. The maximum correction term is then 
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0,5*5 =2,5 for maximal restoration efforts. Say that the efforts made corresponds to 60% of 

max, then the ΔSimp = 0,6*2,5 = 1,5 ELU/ha,year. Thus ΔS = 9 – 4 – 1,5 = 3,5 ELU/ha,year. 

 

The net effect ΔS above should be used to calculate the load E per functional unit extracted 

from the area (Vm3): 

E = ΔS/V ELU/m3ub of wood  ……(3) 

If 120 m3fk (volume incl. bark) has been extracted per hectare at the final cutting, that is 

120/1,20 = 100 m3fub (solid volume under bark), the final effect E (ELU/ha) is: 

 

E = 3,5( ELU/ha)/100 (m3fub/ha) = 0,035 ELU/m3fub 

 

Comments 

Solving equ.2 and 3 will give the net impact corresponding to the intervention under study. 

The main indicator has been the occurrence of  red-listed species. As the red-listed species 

mainly occur in key biotopes, this should be considered when the effet of final cuttings etc. is 

evaluated. This is not done in the example above. Also the use of silvicultural measures like 

creating dead wood, keeping old forests etc. is considered, however. Instead of trying to cal-

culate the cause-effect relationships, a site-specific estimation of the net effect of these meas-

ures on the improvement of the future biodiversity has been suggested above.  

 

It should be pointed out again that the expression “environmental or biodiversity value” as a 

function of state has been used in a transferred sense. It goes back to the WTP for the avoid-

ance of a year’s extinction of species in the country.  

 

So far only the methodology to evaluate the biodiversity term of the bioquality of Swedish 

forestland has been dealt with. The result is biodiversity evaluations of 8 climatic zones in 

Sweden and NEXspecies values for all redlisted species. Each zone contains only a fraction of 

the total number of species, just because the climatic conditions are decisive for the existence 

of most species as is the closeness to the sea. At the regional level and for general purposes 

the corrected zonal mean values 2 (zone 1, 2, 3 and 4), 4 (zone 5) and 6 ELU/ha (zone 6, 7 

and 8) can be used.  

 

Each fraction of the zones has lower biodiversity figures than the whole zone. Down at the 

local area level we have to count the key biotopes and perhaps find out which redlisted spe-
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cies they contain in order to get an acceptable estimate of the biodiversity status. As soon as 

the key biotopes are identified within the area of interest, the biodiversity terms can be esti-

mated. This can be done by using the average production forest biodiversity for the zone plus 

a local estimation of the key biotope value based on the number of key biotopes and their 

probable number of redlisted species.  

 

The discussion above has circulated around forestry. One reason is that COST E9 is about 

LCA on the wood chain and its products. Another reason is that for any land use study, where 

the original land was covered with trees, the potential biodiversity is the same as if the land 

use is still forestry.  

 

If the present use is agriculture or urban use, the assessment will have big resemblance to for-

estry land use – the redlisted species will also in these cases be found in a few key biotopes. 

 

In this paper a number of viewpoints and approaches have been done. Some of them are not 

new, but together they represent a different approach to Land Use, which hopefully will help 

the practitioner to a better and more prompt result. Although figures are presented which 

should be acceptable as default values, the author is aware of that better data will be available 

when the GIS method has been adapted for this kind of studies. Anyhow, the following points 

speak for the approach as such: 

 

1. The environmental biodiversity values of land areas are calculated with the same yardstick 

as for other types of interventions. 

2. Comparisons between different land uses on the same area as well as on different areas are 

made as net load per functional unit. 

3. The difficulties connected with the bottom-up method are avoided in the top-down 

method. 

4. Thanks to the mapping of the biodiversity, applications outside the common LCA assess-

ment are possible, e. g. finding the minimum biodiversity losses for roads, urbanisation 

etc.  
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TABLE 1.   Number of red-listed species 

   

  CR EN VU RED* SUM 

Vertebrates  12 20 52 72 156 

 

Vascular plants 58 111 157 179 505 

Algae  5 6 5 5 21 

Mosses  15 20 69 134 238 

Fungi  36 46 142 355 609 

Lichenes  30 56 61 107 254 

 

Invertebrates 123 281 618 1 315 2 337 

Total  279 570 1 104 2 167             4 120  

 

*RED = DD+RE+NT (= not endangered, but on the red-list)    
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TABLE 2.   The occurrence of red-listed species in different landscape types 

                 Total, whereof  vertebrates, Plants and invertebrates 

Forests  2101 (33%) 59 945 1097 

Agriculture  2013 (32) 78 733 1202 

Urban biotopes   577 ( 9) 21   84   472 

Mountains    166 ( 3) 19 118     29 

Wetlands    620 (10) 63 226   331 

Freshwater    258 ( 4) 53   52   148 

Sea and sea shores   517 ( 9) 71   97   349 

  

Total  6250 (100%) 

 

The data in these tables are all taken from The red-list 2000 [1].  


